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4

HON. SECRETARY’S REPORT.

1 lie 76th Annual Meeting was held at Norwich Castle Museum
on May 26th, 1945. The Hon. Treasurer presented the balance-
sheet for the year, ihe following officers were elected :

—
Mr. H. W. Back to be President in 1945-46 and Mr. R. G.
Buxton President-elect

; Miss C. E. Gay to be Hon. Treasurer ;

Lady Mavhew and Messrs. G. F. B. Robinson and E. L. Swann
to serve on the committee for three years in the places of

members retiring by rotation. Mr. C. R. A. Hammond was
re-elected Hon. Auditor and Mr. H. W. Back Hon. Secretary.

Mr. Russell j. Colman, Dr. Robert Gurney and Mr. Arthur
Mayfield were elected Honorary Members in recognition of past

services to the Society and to Natural Science. Thirty-eight

new members were elected.

Ihe sum of £50 was voted as a donation to the Norfolk

Naturalists’ Trust, towards the purchase of Broadland nature *

reserves.

A Geological Section of the Society was formed and Mr. R.

Pearce Gould appointed Geological Recorder. Members inti-

mated their willingness to assist in reporting details of gravel-

pits, well-borings, etc. of recent origin in various parts of the

county.

Sir Henry Upcher delivered his Presidential Address on " A
Few Aspects of Norfolk Farming,” and included an account of

the work of the Norfolk War Agricultural Committee during the

War.

With the continuance of transport difficulties, only one

excursion was held in the summer of 1945 ;
this was to the

Norfolk Naturalists’ Trust property at Weeting Brecks, in

June, when with the assistance of Mr. Parrott members spent

an enjoyable afternoon seeing many characteristic Breckland

birds and plants.
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II

THE JUNIOR BRANCH OF THE NORFOLK AND

NORWICH NATURALISTS’ SOCIETY.

Annual Report, 1945.

The Junior Branch is primarily intended for those young
people who being at school or college are unable to attend the
meetings of the Senior Society, but others interested are eligible.

The .Annual Subscription is 2s. 6d.

The present membership numbers 80.

Owing to transport difficulties, no meetings could be
held during 1945.

BALANCE SHEET for the Year ending 30th September, 1945

Receipts Expenditure
£ s. d.

Balance from 1944 Account ... 7 4 4 Norfolk Wild Bird Protection
Committee ... ... ... 110

Postages
| 5

Balance in haed ... ... ... 5 17 u
£7 4 4 £7 4 4

Patricia H. I. Meade.
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III

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS

Delivered by Sir Henry Upcher to the members of the Norfolk
and Norwich Naturalists Society at Castle Museum, Norwich,

on May 26th, 1945.

NORFOLK FARMING

As Norfolk is the premier Agricultural County in England, I

did not think it would be out of place to say something about
Norfolk Farming, with which I have been closely connected

all my life. When I took over the management of the Hall

Farm at Sheringham in 1894 farming was a very different

proposition to what it is to-day. The internal combustion

engine was only in its infancy and had not been adopted for

tractor work : one was therefore entirely dependent on horses

for all farm work. Deep ploughing, as we know it to-day. was
out of the question and the only way to break up a plough

pan was to have one plough following the other without a

breast—even if one wanted a bit ploughed only a few inches

deeper than usual and made the ploughman alter the depth,

he resented it and put it back as soon as one was out of sight.

In those days farm work was a regular routine, since practically

all the leases insisted that the farm should be run on the four-

course system, and outgoing tenants were dilapidated if they

broke it.

In those days fertility was mostly maintained by fattening

bullocks in yards and by sheep penned on the land. On the

lighter lands large flocks of ewes were kept, many thousands of

lambs being sold at the July sales. These-lambs went on to

the second crop grasses, and were eventually fattened on roots

during the winter or kept as stores and sold in the spring to go

on to the good marshland grasses. A few cows were kept, but

not the large herds that we see to-day all over the country.

Store bullocks were mostly bought in the autumn and fattened

in boxes and yards. This programme suited both farmer and

his employees, as it insured work all the year round, with

fencing and ditching being attended to when men could be

spared. Therefore farming was a much less strenuous business
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than it is to-day
: you knew exactly what to do almost to a

day. Labour was plentiful—but wages were very different,

12s. per \veek being the regular, wage, with extra money at

haysel and harvest. How the labourers managed to bring up
a family on this wage has always been a mystery to me.
To-day things are very different. The crops grown are more

varied, sugar beet has come in and many vegetable crops are
grown. Many more cows are kept to the exclusion of bullocks
and the hurdled sheep have almost disappeared. Between the
wars farming had its ups and downs, mostly downs : the
chief change being the great increase in the number of cows all

over the county.

So much for a general outline of farming, but there is another
phase of farming, namely the Small Holdings. This should
interest every ratepayer in the county—since ratepayers are
the owners. In 1908 the Small Holdings and Allotments Act
was passed. Previous to this the Norfolk County Council had
bought two farms, the Chapel Farm of 91 acres in Nordelph in

1904 and the Parkfield Farm at Outwell of 75 acres in 1907
;

these farms were let off to 59 tenants. Under the 1908 Act farms
were bought all over the county and other farms were hired.

By Michaelmas 1910 the County had bought ,3,338 acres and
had hired 2,17b acres and had placed on them 562 tenants.
By Michaelmas 1916 this had risen to 9,964 acres bought and
4,000 hired and occupied by 1,349 tenants. To-day the total
acreage purchased is 31,294 and land hired 634, with 1,896
tenants. Of the 4,000 acres hired land referred to above,
524 acres have since been purchased, 473 acres are still hired
and 300 acres have since been given up by the Council

; most
of this was bare land. The Council have erected 224 houses
and many sets of farm buildings.

I have spoken at some length about the County Small
Holdings because I have discovered that many ratepayers are
not aware that they are big landlords. There is no doubt that
the Small Holdings Movement has been very successful in

Norfolk. It has enabled many to lead a free and independent
life, though it necessitates much hard work and long hours.
It has also been the stepping stone for some to move on to
bigger farms. Moreover, it is a good thing for the County as
every year the Council is in a better financial position. In order
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to buy these farms the money was borrowed on the basis of

capital and interest repayments over a term of years, so that

each year a certain amount of capital is written off and in due
course the County will own a valuable property free of all debt.

I must say a few words about the farming in Norfolk during
the War. Some of us had had a taste of war-time farming
during the 1914—1918 war—though on rather different lines.

On the outbreak of war in 1939 the War Agricultural Committees
immediately came into being, with wide powers. The founda-

tion had already been laid, various sub-committees were
formed and district committees set up. The County was
divided into 15 districts: the Rural District Council areas

were taken as being already defined areas and a district officer

wgs appointed for each district. These all worked under Mr.

Rayns, the Chief Executive Officer. Mr. J. C. Mann was the

Deputy Executive Officer and Mr. Trorv the Secretary—on his

death Mr. J. Christie became Secretary. The district com-

mittees reported on the farms in their district and divided them
into three classes, A, B, and C. The C farmers were urged to

improve their methods, advice was given and help to obtain

improvement. The B farmers too were pressed to try and get

into Class A. Free advice and suggestions for cropping and

fertilising were given and soils were analysed free. Those who
would not respond were put under cultivation orders for each

field with a detailed programme of cropping and manuring.

I f these instructions were not obeyed the Ministry of Agriculture

was requested to eject them from their holding. In a few

cases occupiers were summoned before the local Bench of

Magistrates for not carrying out orders to grow particular crops,

and fined.

As the District Committees got to work they had to report

on what grass land they considered should be ploughed up.

The farmers too were asked to co-operate and suggest which

fields they should plough. The target given to the Committee

for the first year was 20,000 acres of grass, but this was nearlv

doubled. The following year a similar target was again nearly

doubled. Up to date 136,000 acres of grassland have been

ploughed
;

of this 8,399 acres have been directly reseeded.

The Committee soon found that there was a good deal of

land which had become derelict and that there were various
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heaths which were growing nothing but bracken, gorse, etc.

The largest block of land which had become derelict was in

the Feltwell and Methwold Fen. A start was made in Feltwell

Fen. First the drainage system had to be put in order and
hard roads made

;
some hutments were put up and buildings

to house machinery and manures. Then ploughing began
and in due course crops of cereals were drilled and potatoes
and sugar beet planted. The next problem was labour.

A certain amount of labour was obtained locally and some
lodged in the hutments. Then a prisoner of war camp was put
up, some of the men being employed on the roads and some
on the farms. This was an ambitious scheme, but a large

quantity of food was produced, where nothing was growing
previously.

After a time this land was all bought by Weasenham Farms
Ltd. and the Committee then attacked other land in the district,

some of which they still have in hand and are experimenting on.
This Feltwell Fen is curious land, being chiefly peat up to

15 feet in depth. It grows very good green crops but the
corns do not finish well, rye being the most promising

—

potatoes, sugar beet, carrots, celery, cabbages, all do well.

There are now hard roads and the light railway joining the
L. & N. Eastern Railway and worked by them so that all this

heavy produce can be got away. This land no doubt has a
good future for production of market garden stuff, and grazing
for cattle as grass grows remarkably well. It is, however,
essential that the drainage system be kept in order with the
ditches properly cleansed. The Committee has also reclaimed
land in Oxburgh Fen and in Eastmoor. More land was re-

claimed in Wretton Stoke Ferry and Whittington by private
enterprise and is now growing good crops where nothing had
been produced for years.

Reclamation was also done on Massingham Heath: a stretch
of about 500 acres partly used as a sheep walk, the rest being
covered with bracken, thorn bushes, elder bushes, etc. After
a tenancy agreement had been made between the owner
(Major Birkbeck) and the Weasenham Farm Co., the latter
set to work pulling up the bushes and ploughing in the
bracken. Lime and fertilizers were put on and the corn sown.
I he results were excellent and very good crops were grown.
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It was a glorious sight from the high ground looking over

so many acres of beautiful corn. Many other bracken-covered
lands were ploughed up and have grown good crops.

I he Dersingham Marshes had been under grass since they
were reclaimed from the Wash. The dykes were just the old

creeks left by the sea, twisting and turning in all directions

and the only drainage was by gravitation into the Ingot river.

1 his land was found to be very good, but the drainage had to

be improved first, and a pump and engine were erected. In

addition a pump and engine were hired from the Great Ouse
Catchment Board. These two pumps have worked well on
the whole but a new and bigger pump is being installed in place

vof the hired pump. These two pumps should be able to

control the water, whatever the rainfall, especially as the Ingol

diversion scheme now being carried out should take a great

deal of the upland water by gravitation. In the meantime
the owners were consulted and finally agreed to a scheme to

cut new straight ditches and fill in the old creeks, which has

greatly facilitated the cultivations. A concrete road has been

made so that heavy crops of potatoes, corn, etc., can be carted

off. Now a somewhat similar scheme is being carried out in

the Snettisham marshes. Much grass too has been ploughed

up on the North Wootton marshes on the Castle Rising estate

and excellent crops are being grown there. A lot of grass has

been ploughed up on the Sandringham estate between the

high land and the sea.

Another reclamation was the land in Waxham and Palling

between the New Cut and Hickling, where reeds grew to six

feet. Drainage again was the first item on the programme.

In conjunction with the Committee Mr. H. Neave of Catlield

tackled this land, which had no doubt been cultivated at some

period. After the reeds had been burnt, the land was ploughed

and eventually grass was sown. A concrete road was built,

milking bails were erected and now the land carries many cows.

Some siloes were erected to take the grass which grew too fast

for the cows. Some corn too is now being grown.

The Commons were not forgotten. Some of them did not

look very hopeful propositions but the undefeated Norfolk

farmers tackled them with a will, helped by the Committee.

Ridlington was tackled by Mr. Cargill, Thwaite by Mr Scott

—
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a big scheme involving much drainage and removal of trees

and gorse which resulted in a wonderful crop of oats.

Hanworth common and Roughton Heath were also ploughed

up. Wacton Common has been taken on by the Committee

and part is ploughed and more scheduled. Some under

draining had to be done here and more is required but

eventually the grazing should be much improved.

In South Norfolk there was much heavy land badly bushed v

in the Hempnall district : the hedges were very big and the

ditches all full up. With the wonderful machinery available

to-day the bushes were all pulled up, and the ditches cleaned

out, after the fences had been cut down. The land was

ploughed, lime and artificials applied and wheat was drilled.

The 90 odd acres of wheat in one block was a grand sight. The

crop was combined and yielded up to 17 coombs per acre and is

again drilled with wheat. Some adjoining lands are now
being cleared, but access is very bad and a hard road is wanted.

Then there were the Parks, most of which had been under

grass for many years and they too have done their share of

food production. The soil was deficient in phosphates in most

cases and considerable dressings of lime were required. The
landlords were ready to co-operate and in some instances they

did the work themselves, in others the tenants. His Majesty

the King was a willing plougher. Sandringham, Holkham,

Blickling, Melton Constable, Elmham, Felbrigge, Gunton,

Barningham, Beeston St. Andrew, Beeston St. Laurence,

Belaugh, Sheringham and others all played their part and the

resulting crops astonished many people. Stradsett gave a

good example of the benefit obtained by direct reseeding, and

much improved grazing was the result.

A good deal of direct reseeding has been done on marshes

adjoining the rivers, Mr. James Alston of Calthorpe being one

of the pioneers. Land which had been growing rushes and

poor grass was transformed into very good grazing and in some

places quite good crops of potatoes have been grown on these

riverside marshes, especially near Elmham. The drainage had

to be improved first and this applies in many places, since water

is a good servant but a bad master.
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A section of Acle marshes was experimented upon.

Drainage here has been difficult, and some failures were
attributed to the drainage not being put properly in order first.

However, some very good crops of wheat and potatoes have
been gathered, and at a time when every possible production

was necessary. After rain access is very difficult and a hard
road would be helpful. A lot of under-draining is required,

since water stands on the land after rain. It is probable that

this land will return to grass after a time. I am hoping that

some experiments may be carried out in this district of con-

trolled grazing and application of fertilizers. There is quite a

possibility that the stock carrying capacity may be increased.

During the war the laying down of grass for longer periods

than one year has been discouraged as crops of cereals, potatoes,

and sugar beet were more necessary. When the food position

becomes less strained, a lot of land that has grown several

cereal crops will require a rest and 3 or 4 year layers can

provide this as long as the land is properly fertilised and
properly grazed. The amount of keep a really well-farmed

lay can put out is colossal and land in grass requires just

as much attention as arable to obtain the best results.

The Woodton Hall farm of about 400 acres was taken over

by the Committee. It was all poor grass, with . huge fences,

ditches all full up and stock could range all over it. The

fences were cut down, the ditches cleaned out, the land

ploughed and fertilized. It wras decided to make it a training

centre for Women’s Land Army girls in milking and some

fields were laid to grass, and some Ayrshire cattle purchased.

The buildings required a lot of alteration and one of the chief

drawbacks was the fact that there were no cottages attached

to the farm. The farm house was made a hostel. I think the

Committee will shortly return this farm to the owner and in

the meantime a good example has been given of what that

land can produce.

The various sections of the War Agricultural Committee were

controlled by Sub-Committees, each with its senior officer and

staff. The Drainage Sub-Committee had hundreds of schemes

to draw up and investigate and bring before the Executive

Committee to pass so as to obtain the government grant.
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Actually 7,355 schemes were scheduled of which 1,275 were
for tile draining, 255 for mole draining, and 5,825 for ditch
cleansing, benefiting some 161,000 acres. The Horticultural

Sub-Committee had a great deal of running about inspecting
innumerable small properties, giving advice and reclaiming
derelict orchards. 4 hey also are running a scheme for spraying
orchards and have done many by contract. In addition they
conti ol the amount of land allowed for production of
flowers. The Labour Sub-Committee had to deal with
applications for release from the Forces, the distribution of
labour from hostels, prisoner of war camps, and the provision
of hostels for Women’s Land Army, and many other things.

The Women's Land Army Executive were in close touch
with this Sub-Committee. 1 he Pests Sub-Committee had
rabbits, rats and other vermin to deal with. They have
contracted to kill rats for 2,905 farmers over an area of
873,440 acres. Also they kill a great many rabbits. The
chief difficulty has been to get enough men who knew their
job. 1 he Live Stock Sub-Committee and the Milk Production
Sub-Committee deal with the Live Stock side. The Technical
Development Sub-Committee deal with Agricultural Education
and keep in touch witli the latest advances in science as applied
to Agriculture. A Sub-Committee has been set up for training
Service men in Agriculture. The Feeding Stuffs and Manure
distribution has been a very big business. The scheme
devised by Dr. Sneddon, the chief officer in this department,
has been adopted by the Ministry as the model for the whole
country. As there are about 13,000 farmers none of whom
can purchase feeding stuffs or manures without a permit, this

office was kept very busy.

Many thousands of pounds worth of machinery are in the
hands of the Committee, not only to work the lands taken oyer
by the Committee but also to do work for farmers on contract.
All this has required large sums and the Finance Depart- i

ment has a full-time job, with money to be found each
week for labour, separate accounts to be kept of every
scheme, and funds advanced to farmers to be collected in due
course.
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I have tried to give a brief outline of some of the things that

Norfolk has been able to do to assist in winning the war. The

sum total of her production is enormous. It was brought about

by the grand co-operation of the members of the Executive

Committee, the members of the 15 Sub-Committees, the

splendid work of the Staff for whom no day was too long, and

the whole-hearted support of the farmers. The labourers too

have done their part in achieving this magnificent result.

I only hope that the nation will realize their debt to

Agriculture and never again allow it to return to the “ Slough

of Despond ”
as after the last war.
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RECLAIMED LANDS OF WEST NORFOLK
* \

By C. P. Petch, M.B., M.R.C.P.

Dt ring the past hundred years a very considerable area of
land has been added to the county of Norfolk along the Eastern
shore of the Y\ ash and the vegetational changes that have
ensued are of some interest to naturalists. The modern era
of land reclamation here cap be said to have begun in 1852
with the diversion of the River Ouse to the Marsh Cut, and to
have continued at intervals until 1 933. The land falls naturally
into three categories—

1. Salt Marsh

2. Modern reclamations, since 1852

3. Ancient reclamations, still known as marshes, but
hardly meriting the name.

Salt Marsh

The salt marsh vegetation is typical of muddy estuaries.
C ntil recently, the pioneer plants were Salicornia, Snccda
maritima, and Aster Tripolium, giving place to a close turf of
Glyceria maritima with lines of Atnplex portulacoides along the
banks of creeks. The introduction of the Cord Grass (Spartina
townsendi) however, has made a big difference in its aspect.
In 1925 this plant existed on the banks of the Cut, and in a few
small patches at Wolferton. To-day it lines the whole of the
foreshore, and has, in a pure state, colonised large areas of what
was formerly bare mud between North Wootton and Wolferton.

The Glyceria community affords grazing for large numbers
of sheep, and no further development takes place until it has
built up sufficiently for enclosure. The dominant plants of the
later stages of more sandy marshes—Limonium and A rmeria
are not found here, and the natural succession, whatever it

may be, is prevented by the grazing. Cochlearia officinalis is

the only other species occurring in significant numbers, and it is

not frequent.
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Modern Reclamations

The most striking feature of these lands is the rapidity with
which the salt marsh species disappear. Within a year or

two of the exclusion of salt water, they have been replaced by
the common pasture grasses, and the docks, nettles, thistles,

buttercups, and daisies of arable fields. Until 1942 most of the

modern reclaimed land was pasture, but since that date much
of it has been ploughed up, and, I am told, produces excellent

crops. The saline influence, however, still shows in the

drainage ditches, whose flora is in marked contrast to those

of the ancient reclamations. In a ditch in the 1904 reclamation,

for instance, not containing standing water, Glyceria maritima

was still in 1945 the dominant plant. Deeper drains in the

same area, with permanent water, were dominated by Ruppia
rostellata, with a marginal fringe of Scirpus maritimus and

Juncus gerardi—all species associated with brackish water.

Even in the 1865 reclamation, 80 years after the sea had been

cut off from it, a large pond was fringed by Scirpus maritimus,

Glyceria maritima, Aster tripolium and Spergularia salina. The

open water here contained Myriophyllum spicatum and Pota-

mageton pectinatus, but not Ruppia. Where there is an influx

of fresh water from streams draining the “ upland," fresh water

aquatics begin to appear, but the slowness with which the}- do

so indicates that these plants do not have naturally a rapid

rate of spread. For example, a fresh water stream whose sea-

ward end was included in the 1927 reclamation had in 1944

only four such species in the reclaimed stretch

—

Alisma plantago-

aquatica, Apium nodiflorum, A. graveolens, and Digraphis

arundinacea—as opposed to the forty odd that might have

spread from its upper reaches in these sixteen years. Similarly,

a deep channel cut for fresh water in 1866 had in 1945 only

Potamogeton prcelongus, P. pectinatus, P. densus, P. crispus,

Ranunculus fluitans, R. circinatus, Elodea canadensis, Myosotis

palustris, and Apium nodiflorum.

Three arable weeds are typical of this reclaimed land and

are not common on the “ upland ’ fields

—

Caucaulis nodosa,

Geranium dissectum, and Coronopus ruellii. 1 his is probably

due to the fact that they prefer a heavier soil than is frequent

in West Norfolk. Similarly Senecio erucifolius, Dipsacus
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sylvestris, and Conium maculatum are more frequent on the

old sea walls than further inland. Carum segetiim is an un-

common weed that turns up regularly in such situations. The

most recent sea wall-—that actually keeping out the sea—is

covered with Agropyron repms and Hordeum mannmn, with

occasional Artemesia maritima.

Ancient Reclamations

These were until 1942 entirely pasture, but are now largely

arable. Certain plants which have not spread to the modern

reclamations are common, e.g. Conopodium denudatum, but the

orchids, which are such a charming feature of the “ upland

meadows, are not found. A particularly characteristic and

abundant plant in the wetter parts of these old reclaimed lands

is Carex divisa, which forms in places an extensive sward.

This is a species which is never found remote from the sea, but

the factors that govern its distribution are difficult to under-

stand, since it is well beyond the influence of brackish water,

and never approaches the actual foreshore. Among the

aquatics, Oenanthe lachenalii has similar preferences.

The drainage ditches of these ancient marshlands have a rich

aquatic flora, arising partly from their age and partly from the

fact that they are wide and meandering, not straight and

scientifically cut as in the modern versions. They are in fact

frequently adaptations of former salt marsh creeks, whose

winding habits are well known. The flora shows that the

process of washing out salt from the soil must here be complete.

In ditches with permanent water are found :

—

A lisma plantago-aquatica

Butomus umbellatus

Carex riparia

Chara spp.

Callitriche obtusangula ...

Elodea canadensis
Hydrocharis morsus-rance

Lenina minor
L. trisulca

L. gibba ...

L. polyrrhiza

Oenanthe lachenalii

O. aquatica

Phragmites communis ...

f Potamogeton nutans >f

a P. crispus o
r P. alpinus If

la Ranunculus circinatus ... f

r R , trichophyllus f

la R. peltatus r

a Rumex hydrolapathum vr

o Sagittaria sagittifolia a

o Scirpus lacustris r

r S. palustris o
r Sium angustifolium o

vr Sparganium ramosum ... o
o S. simplex r

r Typha angustifoliia vr
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Along the margins of these, and in ditches drying in the

summer :
—

Alopecurus geniculatus ... a Myosotis palustris f

Apium nodiflorum o Nasturtium officinale f

Carex vulpina ... f Oenanthe fistulosa f

C. remota o Ranunculus sceleraius ... f

C. axillaris vr Rumex glomeratus r

Digvaphis arundinacea ... r Veronica anagallis-

Glyceria fluitans . .

.

a aquatica r

G. aquatica r V. beccabunga ... o
Galium paluslre f Samolus valerandi r

These ditches are periodically cleaned out, and in the year

immediately after such cleaning the free floating aquatics, such

as frogbit and the duckweeds, dominate the picture. In the

next year the taller species such as Butumus, Sagittaria, and

Sparganium begin to establish their ascendancy, and in a few

years the frogbit has become a rare plant, so to remain until the

next clearance. With the conversion of much of the pasture

to arable, some of the ditches have been straightened and

improved. This has caused the disappearance of Oenanthe

iachenalii, which was never widely distributed, but I have no

doubt that it will reappear in time. The hybrid Carex axillaris

(C. vulpina x C. remold) on the other hand persists in the

locality in which I have known it for twenty years, growing

among its parents.
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WILD BIRD PROTECTION IN NORFOLK IN 1945

Report of the Council

The Council of the Norfolk Naturalists Trust has much pleasure

in presenting to members its bird protection report and news

for 1945. It wishes once again to thank all the subscribers to

this branch of the Trust’s work who so generously contribute

to its funds year by year. Without this regular annual help

it would be impossible to maintain the keepers necessary for

the control of its nature reserves.

It is appropriate that in this year of victory two new proper-

ties have been added to those already held—Barton Broad

with the adjoining wood at its southern end known as the
,|

Heron Carr, and the Whiteslea estate of the late Lord

Desborough which includes much of Hickling Broad and its

surrounding marshes. Barton, through which flows the river

Ant, is one of the most beautiful of the Broads. Bitterns nest

regularly in its reed-beds and from time to time bearded tits

are seen there too. The south end and the wood adjoining it

have come to the Trust as a gift from Capt. C. B. Wilson in

memory of his son
;

the rest has been purchased to round off

the property. Hickling has long been famous as a nature

reserve during the time it has been so ably managed by the

late Jim Vincent.

It is the Council’s intention to carry on as far as possible in

the same way and Mr. E. Piggin, who worked under Jim

Vincent for fifteen years, has been appointed Head Keeper.

The accompanying photograph shows him in his punt at the

edge of the Broad. We are indebted to the Editor of the

Eastern Daily Press for permission to reproduce this
; also to

Captain George Yeats for so kindly lending his photographs of

the wood-warbler and black-winged stilts. The latter was

not taken in this country, but as two pairs of these birds

nested in Northamptonshire this summer, and others visited

both Suffolk and Norfolk, it is most appropriate.

SCOLT HEAD ISLAND

There is very little of interest to report in regard to the

birds of the Island which has now been in continual use as an
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artillery range for four years. Chestney’s visits there have to

depend on the firing which often takes place on every day of

the week. For this reason his notes are very brief.

During the winter there was the usual large flock of Brent
geese in the harbour, and it is an interesting fact that these

birds appear much more disturbed by low flying planes than

other species.

On January 10th an immigration of fieldfares was noted and
large numbers were seen flying in from the sea. This happened
again on February 1 1th when both fieldfares and green plovers

were arriving.

Of the breeding birds there were fewer Sandwich terns than

have nested on the Island in recent years, and no doubt some
of them moved to Blakeney Point where conditions at the

beginning of the season were so much quieter.

In the following list the number of birds is an approximate

estimate :

—

Sandwich Tern

Common Tern

Little Tern ...

Roseate Tern

Ringed Plover

Redshank

Oyster-catcher

Lapwing

Mallard

It was calculated that about 400 pairs

nested in small colonies, one of which

was on the beach and the rest in the

dune area.

An estimate of 1,400 nests, about the

usual number.

An estimate of 100 nests to the west of

the Hut of which thirty-seven were on

the shingle ridge under the Long Hill.

One pair nested within two yards of

last year’s site. The two eggs hatched

and both chicks were reared.

The usual number.

About the same number were noted

at the west end of the Island where

they could be observed.

A total of forty-two nests counted.

These have been driven out of their

usual nesting ground on the marshes

east of the hut by gunfire.

Five nests were found near the ternery.
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Sheld-duck A lot of young birds were seen in the

creeks but most of these probably came
from the mainland. A number of

adults are killed each year on the

Island by gunfire when they are looking

for nesting holes.

The following birds of passage were seen during the season :

—

Black Tern. A number of these were noted from time to time
between May 19th and September 24th, the largest partv
being eight birds on May 26th.

Black-tailed Godwit. A bird in full summer plumage was seen
on the Cockle Bight on May 19th.

Marsh-harrier. A female was seen on June 19th flying
along the golf course. Another was noted on July 8th.
Arctic Skuas. The first of these to arrive were four which were
noted on July 3rd. Two of these were the light form. After
this date they were seen frequently during the summer and
early autumn chasing the terns.

Snow-Buntings. Three early arrivals were seen on September
21st.

Quail. On September 29th when Chestney was with a shooting
party at Hunstanton five were flushed from a field of roots.
Bluethroat. One seen in the su*da bushes on October 19th
when there was a marked movement of small birds which
included common redstarts, robins and pied flycatchers, wrens
and blackbirds.

BLAKENEY, CLEY AND SALTHOUSE

May to October, 1945.

We are indebted to Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Meiklejohn for the
following notes, the first consecutive observations in this area
which have been made for several years.

The results of daily observations made during this summer
and autumn were not as good as might have been expected.
Continual artillery practice and the intermittent blowing up of
mines along this part of the coast were unfavourable factors for
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bird watching, and during the autumn migration south-

westerly winds prevailed with the exception of one or two short

periods.

The following birds of passage are recorded in the order in

which they were first seen.

Black Tern.—On May 20th fourteen were flying low over
Blakeney golf course in the direction of Cley. Two were seen

from the East Bank at Cley on August 31st, and two in winter

plumage on September 26th.

Gadwall.—A pair was seen from the East Bank as they

came in from the sea on May 29th.

Montagu’s Harrier.—One seen quartering the marshes on
May 21st.

Marsh-Harrier.—A female, first seen over the Cley marshes

on June 29th, was there at frequent intervals until the first

week in August.

Yellowshank.—On July 25th, when on the north end of

the East Bank, we saw a wader with bright lemon-yellow legs

and watched it at a distance of about fifty yards through field-

glasses for some minutes. It then flew close by over the bank

and dropped into the reeds but, as we prepared to follow it,

a mine exploding a quarter of a mile away cleared every bird

from the marsh, and we did not see it again. It was not

possible to say whether it was a greater or a lesser yellowshank

and so no official record could be made.

Black-tailed Godwit.—These appeared in unusually large

numbers on the Salthouse marshes at the beginning of August.

Greenshank.—Several were seen passing through in August

and one on September 2nd.

Dusky Redshank.—One was seen from the East Bank on

August 31st and two on September 2nd.

Wood Sandpiper.^—One seen from the East Bank on

August 31st and several were on a pool on the Cley marsh on

September 2nd.

Little Bunting.—A close view was had of this bird in the

bushes near the Watch House on the Blakeney Point ridge on

September 5th, and again on the 6th and the 10th. It was

also seen by Mr. A. Daukes.
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Pied Flycatcher.—Several were seen with other small

migrants on September 10th.

Norfolk Plover.-—-On September 17th two were seen on
the Salthouse marsh with an unusually large number of waders
which included black-tailed and bar-tailed godwits, knot, and
a big flock of wigeon.

Little Gull.—One, in winter plumage, was seen from the

East Bank on September 26th and three on the 28th. A very
high tide had been forced up b}’ the strong N.W. wind and the

whole marsh was flooded at the time.

Peregrine Falcon.—One seen on September 28th.

Greenland Wheatear.—Two identified near the Watch
Flouse on the Blakeney Point ridge on October 8th.

Little Auk.—Six seen on October 8th flying westward low
over the sea.

Breeding Birds on the Cley Marsh

Bittern.—From observations made during the season it was
estimated that at least three pairs nested here. They were
heard booming by Chestney from April 12th and were fre-

quently seen flying over the marshes. On one occasion half-

grown young were seen being fed by the parents.

Garganey Teal.—Two pairs were seen by Chestney on April

26th and on June 13th he saw a brood of nine young on the

marshes.

Blakeney Point

A large colony of Sandwich terns nested this year. On May
23rd Chestney estimated that there were at least a thousand
nests but they were spread over a large area and it was not
possible to count them. He also saw and heard a roseate tern

on the same day but there was no evidence of a nest at any later

date.

It was unfortunate that the ban on visitors to the Point
was lifted at the beginning of the breeding season while Ted
Eales was still away in the Navy, and there is no doubt that

many nests were robbed of their eggs for domestic use.
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BIRD NOTES FROM HORSEY

By Major A. Buxton

1 lie summer of 1945 proved more interesting than the

previous one in regard to the birds at Horsey although there

were some disappointments. These I will relate first.

There was a fair number of bearded tits round the Mere
during the winter and two pairs settled down early in April and
the nest of one of these pairs was found. The hen was seen to

take the feathery head of a reed to a particular spot and we
waited in vain for further visits to give us the exact position,

but as nothing more happened I went up to try and find the

nest on the line we had. The cock got up from the eggs at my
feet so, that presumably the hen had given him the reed-head

to play with during his spell of incubation. They hatched

successfully but a week of north-west gales forced the water up
so high that all the young were drowned in the nest. This

spell of high water was disastrous, not only to the bearded

tits but also to water rails, pheasants and, no doubt, to other

birds. It was disappointing to have only two pairs of bearded

tits nesting and I suspect that the hard frost in January,

combined with the shortage of cutters to provide the cut reeds

from which the birds could extract grubs, was responsible for

the small number of birds in the spring.

It was a very poor year for bitterns probably accounted for

by the hard frost, for I heard of two in dire distress during

that period. One walked into a cottage at Wroxham and the

lady of the house, not liking the look of its bill, tied it up with

string. She afterwards relented and saved its life by feeding

it on a tin of sardines. Another bittern entered the cottage at

Lambridge Mill, Waxham, but the bird died two days later.

There were three booming bitterns in or about Starch Grass

and one at the west end of Horsey Mere, which represents about

one third of the normal stock. One nest was found from which

three young wrere reared. Dr. Kock took a record of a

bittern booming in Starch Grass. His first attempt at the

west end of the Mere was a failure due to interruptions from

aeroplanes, a mooing cow and a grasshopper warbler. The

latter apparently sat practically on the top of the microphone

and “ reeled ” into it.
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Four pairs of marsh-harriers arrived later than usual and,
after manoeuvring for territory, two pairs remained having
successfully pushed out the other two. One pair which nested
in Brayden gave much pleasure. 1 hey were thoroughlv
efficient, laid five eggs and reared a splendid brood of five.

1 he hen was unusually handsome, of a fine red-brown colour
with large white patches on head and shoulders. The cock’s
appearance was nothing to write home about, but he knew his
job and brought in kill after kill with praiseworth regularity.
The great attraction of these birds however was their “ passing.”
Unlike most marsh harriers, who make most of their passes on
the ground, this pair performed well up in the air. I remember
one pass in particular : the cock came in high, and when the
hen went up to meet him he rose higher still and forced her to
chase him

; then he closed his wings and dropped towards the
ground, but she swooped still faster and checking herself when
in position below him took the pass. One pair of Montagu’s
nested and reared three young from a clutch of five eggs. If

the cock had been more efficient and less vague and lazy in

catching prey they would, I think, have reared all five.

Owing no doubt to a lack of short-tailed voles, all the
short-eared and long-eared owls, which had appeared in March
and April, passed on and none remained to breed. A pair of
barn owls, which nested in the roof of a deserted house, hunted
the marshes and brought in a varied assortment of rats and
mice. My marshman, Mr. A. Dove, saw a little owl plane down
from a dead tree on to a field and, as it alighted, a French par-
tridge attacked it and knocked it over. I he owl rose, but the
partridge rose higher and knocked it over in the air, after which
it fled for covert still pursued by the partridge. A brood of
fourteen chicks were then seen running in line over the field

after their mother.

On May 27th I saw a hobby circling over the Mere and
afterwards flying towards Heigham Sounds. It returned soon
afterwards and was again seen by Mr. Dove two days later, but
after that we saw no more of it.

1 he main feature of the garden this summer was the number
of wood-pigeons and turtle-doves that bred in it. The cooing
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during the summer was almost continuous, so much so that

one almost ceased to hear it. There was a good show of black-

caps, garden warblers and common whitethroats but for some

reason no lesser whitethroats, nor were there any in the neigh-

bourhood. It was a good year for sedge, reed and grass-

hopper warblers.

There were no red-backed shrikes along the fence they

usually frequent.

On May 9th, the earliest date I remember for a golden oriole,

a cock bird arrived in the garden and visited it on a number of

occasions during the next ten days. He was an extremely

poor whistler.

There were several pairs of garganey at Horsey this summer
but no teal or shoveler seem, as yet, able to breed east of the

Hickling—Horsey boundary, no doubt owing to the effects of

the flood of 1938.

In most seasons whimbrel, which pass through in great

numbers in May, do not alight on our marshes in any quantity,

but this summer there was some food which evidently attracted

them and they stayed whistling and bubbling in large numbers.

They selected the same marshes as the curlew, which appeared

in the early autumn, and I have reason to believe that

leather-jackets were the attraction.

Considerable numbers of spotted crake were heard round

the Mere at the end of October.

Normally we have great quantities of great black-backed

gulls resting on Horsey Mere during the herring fishing period.

They do not seem to have realized that the herring fishing

has started again from Norfolk, and may perhaps have found,

during the war, other resorts where good food can be obtained

with ease. Visitors to Yarmouth this autumn have also

noticed the absence of gulls on the quay at unloading time.

In pre-war days black-backs and herring gulls accompanied

every drifter into port and were always to be seen standing on

the roofs of the packing sheds. At night many would fly on to

Breydon to wash and rest and these appear to be far fewer now.
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NOTES FROM HICKLING

By E. Piggin

Bearded Tits.—The season began badly for the bearded tits
with the sharp spell which set in on Christmas Eve and continued
through most of January. These little birds are able to stand
frost but snow affects them badly because it covers the reeds
from which they obtain their food supply. Moreover there
were heavy falls of snow again in April during a cold spell
which interrupted the unusually warm and early spring.
This snow came when many birds were breeding and numbers
were drowned in their nests. However in spite of this set-
back the bearded tits had a more successful breeding season
than could have been hoped for in the circumstances, and
ele\ en nests were found in which the young were reared As
a lesult this autumn of 1945 shows a fairly good stock again.

Bitterns. A few died of starvation at the beginning of the
year but in spite of this bitterns are increasing in numbers and
are spreading to all the suitable places in Norfolk and further
afield.

Water Rails.—These were very scarce in the breeding season
but there are more about this autumn.
Grasshopper Warblers.—At least four pairs nested at

Hickling.

Garganey Teal.—Three nests were found, but none of the
Common Teal.

Shoveler. These duck fared badly in the heavv rain of
April and May and nineteen nests were flooded out.

The following birds of passage were noted by Mr. Piggin and
by visitors to Hickling during the spring and autumn :

Common Crane.—One on Dreary’s marsh on April 24th and
25th.

Osprey. The first bird of the season was seen from Whiteslea
Lodge on May 13th. It stayed in the district for a fortnight
during which time it was seen catching fish in the Broad.
Another osprey was seen perched on one of the stakes in the
Broad on July 1st, a day of heavy thunder-storms. This bird
flew off as it was approached by the punt and was not seen
again.
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Black Tern.—Two hawking over the Broad on May 21st.

l\uff and Reeve. Three seen on May 21st and two on August
20th.

Slavonian Grebe.—One identified on August 27th.

Sea Eagle. An adult bird with a white tail was first seen on
October 25th and during the following four days. Nearly all

the previous records for this district have been of immature
birds.

Glossy Ibis.—Six of these rare visitors were first seen flying

in at dusk on the evening of October 25th. They appeared to

find abundant food on the marshes which are constantly' grazed
by cattle, and remained until November 7th. These birds

flew in perfect formation, both line ahead and line abreast,

and were a grand sight with their broad wings appearing to be

almost wing-tip to wing-tip. Two Ibis were still at Hickling

on November 26th.

BREYDON WATER AND YARE VALLEY NOTES

By Peter Browne and Michael Seago

Hooded Crow.—First autumn bird seen October 14th
;

the

majority from October 21st.

Mealy Redpoll.—At least four birds of this species were

noted amongst a party of twenty lesser redpolls at Yarmouth
on November 5th.

British Twite.—Parties up to about fifty from October 28th.

Snow Bunting.—Two on September 26th and 27th, one from

October 20th, large parties from November 2nd.

Shore Lark.—One or two on north Breydon wall on Oct. 21st.

Rock Pipit.—Fairly numerous from November 2nd.

Red-backed Shrike.—One pair bred at Reedham 1944 and

1945.

Reed Warbler.—Straggler noted on Cantley reservoir October

2nd to 4th.

Wheatear.—First spring migrant noted April 15th, a late

bird on June 24th, and autumn migrants noted from August

13th to September 29th. A straggler present at Breydon

October 30th.
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Greenland Wheatear.—Definitely identified September 9th
and 18th, and probables on September 23rd and October 27th
to 30th.

Whinchat.—Birds seen on passage August 25th, September
5th and 21st.

Long-eared Owl.—One pair bred in disused Heron’s nest

in the Wickhampton heronry.

Common Buzzard.—Single birds seen at Cantley August
21st and October 5th, and over Breydon September 18th.

Montagu s Harrier.—One adult male at Cantley reservoir

August 15th, and one female on Breydon October 20th.

Hen Harrier.—One adult male hunting over a Breydon rond
November 3rd.

Herons.—Forty-eight nests occupied in Wigg'scarr, Wick-
hampton, at the end of March—twice the number counted last

year. Ihe old well-known heronry at Reedham a mile away
is now quite deserted.

Bittern.—Single birds seen at Rockland Broad October 31st,

and on a Breydon rond on November 3rd and 7th.

Bewick s Swan.—Party of ten seen on the flooded marshes at

Postwick on February 26th, five remained until March 7th.

Grey Lag-Goose.—Three seen October 7th, and seven on
October 17th.

Pink-footed Geese.—Fairly large flocks on the marshes
between Halvergate and Breydon from October 13th.

Sheld-duck.—At least nine juveniles with adult female on
Cantley reservoir during June. Several broods were noted on
Breydon during July and August. The winter birds in flocks

up to fifty are now arriving.

Wigeon.—First autumn arrivals seen August 24th, very early,

during September and October the numbers gradually increased.

Pintail.—Up to April 18th small parties up to twelve strong
seen on passage, first autumn birds—two to four in number
seen on September 28th to October 6th

;
also a pair, on Oct. 28th.

Shoveler.—Several pairs on passage early in April, the drakes
were in beautiful plumage. One pair bred at Cantley reservoir

as usual. Up to four seen on Breydon from October 28th.

Pochard.—First autumn arrival at Breydon on Nov. 3rd.

Scaup.—One adult female seen October 21st, joined by two
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juveniles on 28th, increasing to ten on November 2nd and up to

fifteen on November 3rd and 7th.

Gbldeneye.—Juvenile birds seen on Rockland Broad October
31st and November 4th and at Breydon on November 7th.

Red-throated Diver.—One on estuary on April 13th.

Great Crested Grebe.—Party of five floating down the
Channel on August 12th, and a single bird on August 22nd.

Slavonian Grebe.—An immature bird seen on October 14th
and remained there until it was unfortunately shot on Oct. 21st.

Red-necked Grebe.—An adult on Rockland Broad on Nov.
25th.

Peregrine Falcon.—A bird of the year seen on September 29th
byjjr. Robinson.

Bar-tailed Godwit.—First autumn birds arrived in August
10th, and parties of them up to twelve strong were continually

seen during September and October, three are still present on
November 7th, which is one of the latest dates for this estuary,

as they do not winter here. The majority were juvenile,

although one. adult in full breeding plumage was seen in

September.

Black-tailed Godwit.—Numbers of this very fine wader
passed through. In the spring a pair were seen on April 16th,

and the first autumn bird, still in full breeding plumage

arrived on July 29th (P. Kirby). Two more were identified

on September 9th after which two or three were noted on

every visit until October 21st. Another adult which was first

seen on October 30th was still there on November 7th. This is

the latest record for Norfolk.

Curlew.—-Autumn passage began as early as the third week

of June, and throughout the autumn packs up to one hundred

and seventy strong were to be seen.

Whimbrel.—Four flew over Reedham on June 23rd, on

Breydon passage lasted from July 8th to September 23rd.

Jack Snipe.—First one reported at Reedham about October

7tn. At Breydon we saw one on October 30th, three on

November 3rd and 7th.

Turnstone.—First autumn bird seen July 8th, and small

parties passed through during August and early September.

Knot.—Between July 15th and August 2nd several adult

birds in the beautiful red plumage were noted, with a maximum
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•of eleven. Throughout September and October we saw
numbers passing through, the majority being juveniles.

Dunlin.—The main passage began on July 18th and through-
out the autumn varying numbers passed through, most of the

early arrivals were adults, but the proportion decreased during
early August, until nearly all were juveniles by early September.

Curlew Sandpiper.—Small parties of adults in full breeding
plumage seen between July 21st and August 16th. The first

juveniles appeared on August 16th after which small numbers
were noted till September 23rd. There was also a juvenile at

Cantley on August 21st and 23rd.

Little Stint.—One adult seen on July 19th.

Sanderling.—Very few identified during the autumn.
Ruff.—All records are of juveniles, firstly one at Cantley

on August 31st. At Breydon there were seven on September
9th, one on 18th and 20th, three on 21st, five on 23rd, three
on 29th and 30th September

; also a late bird on October 30th
which is one of the latest records for Norfolk. These birds

seemed to show some preference for weedy or sheltered patches
of mud, but several were noted feeding on the open flats with
redshanks and godwits, etc. Three were also shot on a flooded
marsh at Reedham on September 29th.

Common Sandpiper.—The autumn migration lasted from
June 29th to October 7th reaching a total of forty-five birds
on August 11th and 12th. A very late bird, and the latest

ever recorded for the area, was noted on November 3rd.

Wood Sandpiper.—Single birds at Cantley on August 19th
and 31st and also September 2nd.

Green Sandpiper.—At Cantley the first arrived on June 24th,

and, with a maximum of fifteen they passed through until

September 17th. A late bird was seen on the river at Reedham
on October 30th, whilst at Breydon a total of nine, including
a party of four were seen between July 29th and August 26th.

Spotted Redshank.—Single birds identified on September
1st, 5th, 6th, 15th, and 29th, on October 14th, 21st and 30th,
and on November 2nd, 3rd and 7th. One was also seen on
April 15th.

Greenshank.—First one recorded in autumn on July 15th.

Between August 19th and October 21st small parties up to
seven seen.
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Golden Plover.—First autumn bird, still in faded breeding

plumage, seen on August 22nd, and many small parties, up to

thirty-three, were seen during the autumn.

Grey Plover.—Single beautiful black breasted adults seen

on August 2nd, 19th, 22nd, 24th, 26th and 28th, and a very

late bird to be still in full summer plumage on October 21st.

The first juveniles arrived on September 5th, and increased

up to about forty at the end of October.

British Oyster-catcher.—Up to five seen during the autumn,
the last on October 28th. One pair bred on one of the adjacent

marshes (H. Davies).

Black-headed Gull.—On April 6th, between five and six

hundred birds were present at Cantley reservoir. It appears

that these all bred as it was reported that over one thousand

eggs were taken during the summer. Observations at the

end of June indicated that only about ten pairs were successful

in rearing broods.

Common and Lesser Tern.—Both species watched fishing in

the Channel and drains during the autumn. Common remain-

ing till September 5th, whilst Little were seen from the third

week in June to September 5th.

Scandinavian Lesser Black-backed Gull.—Five adults identi-

fied on November 3rd and three on November 4th on Breydon,

G. Robinson and ourselves all saw the dark mantles and small

size, and the yellow legs.

Arctic Skua.—A juvenile was seen on Breydon on September

14th.

Quail.—One flushed from a path through a stubble field at

the Whitlingham Sewage Farm on September 13th. Incident-

ally a number of Green and Common Sandpipers were seen

here during the early autumn.

NOTES ON A PAIR OF CHIFFCHAFFS

By B. B. Riviere

In my garden are three bushes of butcher’s broom in each

of which in turn, during the past three seasons, a pair of

chiftchaffs have nested. In 1943 and 1944 the bush was

shared, curiously enough, with a pair of hedge sparrows, the
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two nests in 1944 being less than a foot apart. This year the
chiffchaffs had the bush to themselves.

The male was first heard singing on April 1st. When the
female arrived is not certain, but she began to build on April
20th. On April 28th feathers for the lining were being taken
m and on the 30th the first egg was laid. From start to finish
therefore the nest took ten days to build. The cock did not
accompany the hen while she was building and indeed appealed
to take no interest in the proceedings whatsoever, but he sang
persistently throughout the day. On May 6th the nest contained
six eggs on which the hen was brooding. These were unhatched
on the evening of May 18th

; but on the 19th at 10 a.m., five
chicks were out leaving one addled egg, thus making the
incubation period thirteen days.

The cock, who up to this time had seemed entirely oblivious
of the fact that he had a nest at all, finally revealed himself as
surely the laziest, most self-indulgent and undomesticated of all
small birds! He sang persistently throughout the whole
fledging period of the brood, and until they were three days old
was never seen near the nest. After that he very occasionally
appeared with a green caterpillar in his bill—often singing at
the same time but immediately he was aware of being watched
he made this an excuse for swallowing it himself. All the
feeding during the first two days, and nearly all thereafter,
was done by the hen. Through being so constantly under
observation she became extraordinarily tame and would feed
the chicks while one was close up against the bush, and it was
very good value to watch this fairy-like little creature attending
to her domestic duties only a couple of feet from one’s face.
For the first two days she brooded the chicks for longer periods
than she fed them, but each day the periods of brooding
became shorter. Often when brooding, and particularly if the
chicks moved under her, she would stand up and look down
upon them for a moment or two, as if to make sure that all
was right with them. Green caterpillars and bunches of green
fly seemed to be the staple diet, and the intervals between
feeds varied from two to fifteen minutes. It was difficult to
see whether the food was ever distributed amongst several
young ones because the hen’s back was usually turned towards
one. On one or two occasions I thought that this Mas done
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but, in every instance where I had a really clear view, the whole

beakful, however large, was placed in the open mouth of one

chick only
;

nor could I see by what method, if any, she

decided which young one to feed. She appeared to fill any

mouth at random, though the nestling last fed was seldom an

applicant next time, or in any case not a very eager One. So

far as I could discover, the young ones never changed their

places in the nest, and as all grew and feathered equally those

at the back of the nest must have got their fair share of food.

A remarkable fact was that, even when only a few days old,

the young always seemed to be aware of the parent bird’s

approach, and immediately on her arrival at the bush all their

beaks woidd open. This was not due to the call note, which,

on account of my presence, was frequently uttered whenever

she was near the nest, and of which they took no notice.

It seemed difficult to believe that they could actually hear her

arrival on the far side of the bush and her gradual, and

apparently silent, passage through it to the nest which was her

invariable method of approach, but there it was.

After each feed she would wait a moment for the last fed

nestling to defoecate and, if it did so, the foecal sac was picked

up and carried away in her bill. This was continued right up

to time when the young left the nest which was completely

unsoiled.

The young chiffchaffs’ eyes were first seen to be open on May

24th when they were five days old, and they left the nest on the

afternoon of June 2nd which gives a fledging period of between

fourteen and fifteen days.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES
Hawfinch
A pair nested and reared young in a garden at Coltishall.

Another pair was seen frequently during April and May by

Capt. G. Yeats and once by me, on Mousehold Heath. (B.B.R.).

Mealy Redpoll

A single bird with lesser redpolls seen at Cringleford on

November 10th and 11th. (G. F. B. Robinson.)

Coue’s Redpoll

A bird believed to be of this species was seen by Commander

and Mrs. C. E. Hamond on Stiffkey Greens on November 3rd.
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Although the light was failing the white rump was conspicuous
as it rose from the seed-heads of Artemesia Maritima. It

alighted again a short distance away and was then approached
within a few feet and the underparts and breast were also seen
to be white.

On the following day the bird was again seen and in a much
better light and, in checking the observations made previously,
it was noted that the rump, breast and underparts were better
described as off-white. The note was similar to that of a green-
finch but weaker. Ihe bird was very small, no bigger than a
lesser redpoll and from this it was judged to be a Coue’s redpoll.

Woodchat Shrike

On July 1st at Hickling Miss C. E. Gay and I had the good
fortune to see a woodchat shrike perched on the top of a bare
bush at no more than ten yards distance. Later it w'as seen
near the same place devouring a lizard. There appear to be
only five previous records of this bird in Norfolk. (B.B.R.)

Waxwings
A party of eight were seen on November 9th in a wood of

sweet chestnut and birch between North Walsham and Ridling-
ton. They were quite tame and were approached sufficiently

close for the crests and bright yellow on the tail to be clearly
seen. (Miss Alison Clay.)

Willow Tit

One seen near Keswick Mill on November 15th. The bird’s
dull sooty head, pinkish buff flanks and pale edges to the
secondaries were very noticeable and also its note. (G. F. B.
Robinson.)

Wood Warbler
A pair reared young in a wood at Sprowston— a new locality

for this bird in Norfolk. The nest was found by Capt. G.
"Yeats who had heard the bird singing in this wood in 1944.
When seen by me the nearly fledged young were being fed on
green caterpillars by both parents, sometimes as often as twice
in one minute. They were very tame and allowed me to stand
within five yards of the nest while feeding was going on. The
wood is of young conifers with a few oak trees, with a dense
carpet of pine needles and a little bracken. (B.B.R.).
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Bluethroat
A bluethroat was seen in Mrs. Muster’s garden at Morston on

Friday, September 7th. (Major P. Hamond.)

Sea Eagle
One was seen on April 18th by John and Michael Parker and

by an army officer stationed nearby. The bird rose from a tree

on an island in Didlington lake and flew off with slow rather

laboured flapping of its immense wings, the width of which

was particularly striking.

(An adult is reported by E. Piggin in his notes from Hickling)

Osprey
An osprey was seen by Squadron-Leader John Barrett on

September 20th flying eastward over the sea at a height of only

about thirty feet and thirty yards from the shore. Every now
and then it would turn into the west wind so giving a good view

of both under and upper parts. There was less white on the

head than that of a full-plumaged adult. At Hickling an

osprey was seen on April 12th and July 1st and another at

Woodbastwick on August 3rd. (B.B.R.).

Common Pochard
The pochard is sufficiently rare as a breeding species in the

eastern side of the County to warrant recording that Mr. T.

Blofeld saw a duck with a brood of small young ones on Hoveton

Big Broad in June. For several years I have seen pochard

throughout the summer at Woodbastwick but could obtain

no direct evidence of their breeding. (B.B.R.).

Smew
An adult drake was seen by John Parker on Didlington Lake

or on the river Wissey on January 11th, 12th and 17th.

On Holkham Lake on February 6th there were four smew,

two white adult males and two red-headed birds. (C.E.G.).

Heron
On the afternoon of -August 3rd a flock of seventeen herons

were seen flying along the coast line between Salthouse and

Cley. They were flying in as close formation as do herring

and black-backed gulls which, in the distance they were at first

thought to be. Eventually they all turned South and after
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circling round for a time the flock split up into ones and twos
which proceeded inland in different directions. I have never
before seen herons flying as these were in a compact flock and
one wonders whether this was a migration from overseas.

(B.B.R.).

Spoonbill

A spoonbill was seen by Edwin Vincent at Hickling on May
31st. There have been very few records of this bird in Norfolk
during the war.

Little Bustard
A bird believed to be a little bustard was seen by Brigadier

Martin in the " battle area ” at Stanford. The white on the
neck was very pronounced.

It is many years since a bird of this species visited Norfolk,
the last recorded being in 1916. (“ The Birds of Norfolk ” by
B. B. Riviere).

Woodcock.
Both during this spring and in 1944 I have watched the

“ roding ” flight of Woodcock at dusk up and down the river

Bure at Woodbastwick, the numbers seen varying from one to

three birds. This is, I think, conclusive evidence of their

nesting in this neighbourhood. (B.B.R.)

Green Sandpiper

Two birds were seen on a spit of mud by a pond at Gressenhall
by Mr. Hugh Wormald on June 22nd. Phey flew low round
the pond when disturbed and settled again in the same place.

It is interesting to record that a pair spent the whole summer
on a stream at Stanford Water in 1919, although there is no
evidence of their having nested.

Black-winged Stilt

A pair of these birds occupied some marshes near Dunwich
in Suffolk for several weeks in June and July. The male had a
damaged leg which gave it a limp and which it held at an angle
of forty-five degrees with its body when it flew. Several
people, including myself, had the pleasure of seeing the birds
for the first time in this country, due to the kindness of Major
Pardoe.

Later, on August 26th, a stilt was seen at Breydon Water
by a visitor to Norfolk from Westmorland, Mr. A. G. Barnes.
He described the bird as being lame which points to the fact
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that the male from Dunwich had moved further north along

the coast. (C. E. G.).

FULMAR
A pair were occupying a hole in the vertical face of the

highest cliffs between Cromer and Overstrand on June 24th.

They were not there when I was next able to look for them on

July 28th. It seems probable that these birds were from the

small colony which has established itself at Sheringham a few

miles to the west. (C. E. G.)

Stock Dove
A pair of stock doves at Woodbastwick nested this year in a

dense clnrnp of bamboos—a site unique in my experience. The

eggs were laid on top of an accumulated mass of dead bamboo

leave* and the two young were successfully reared. (B.B.R.).

OUAIL
/v

A bird was flushed from beneath a corn-sheaf by the Hon.

R. N. Crossley at Somerlevton on August 2nd. It is the first

seen here for many years. Another was flushed by Major H.

Birkbeck’s retriever on a stubble at Walton on October 24th.

Signed (on behalf of the Council of the Norfolk Naturalists

Trust)

Constance E. Gay, Secretary.
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FLOWERS OF MAREOTIS

PART II

By F. W. Oliver

An earlier “ impression ” of this flora appeared in these

Transactions (N. & N. Nat. Soc., Vol. XIV, Pt. 4, 1938) several

years ago. This second contribution is based on the writer's

extended opportunities for continued observations throughout
the war-period. Inevitably, under the conditions, his radius

was more restricted : nevertheless the Flowery Way, a famous
valley-side track, was always accessible, and it may be added
was little, if at all, incommoded by military operations

—

apart from enforced evacuation of its Bedouin population
from time to time.

Topographical Preliminary

The writer’s headquarters throughout were at Burg el Arab,
a village designed and built by Major W. E. Jennings-Bramly
some 25 years ago. This place lies just S. of the Inner Ridge
(Gebel Mariut) and connects with the shore and Treaty Road
at Abu Sir by a by-road of its own. Abu Sir is the site of a
Temple and other antiquities dating back to Graco-Roman
times, more than 2,000 years ago. These structures were built

on the outer or Taenia Ridge, and it is along the lower slopes
of this ridge, on its southern side, that the track known as the
Flowery Way follows its secluded course—Abu Sir to Sidi
Kreir (see map, p. 133).

1 he diagram (fig. 1
, p. 131) illustrates the general character

of the relief of the land in this sector and its relation to sea
level. In a general way it would serve to explain these relations
for any coastal sector between Alexandria and the Egyptian 1

frontier (Solium), distant 250 miles.

Though the present article features certain aspects of the
j

Flowery Way, including details of several plants which grow
;

there, no attempt is made to illustrate its flora at all fully in the
j

photographs here included, in the expectation that Plates
’

12—16 in Vol. XIV of these Transactions may suffice. Nor is
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Fig 1. 1

Diagram of typical coastal belt of Maryut extending ten miles
inland, illustrating the successive plant habitats

—

Above : profile
; s.l., sea level

; Below : the zones in plan.
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the selected list of the Mariut Flora
(
loc . cit., pp. 427—437)

reprinted here.

4 hough what is described here is in general applicable to
the entire coastal zone, it is evident that an eye-witness must
derive his data primarily from the special haunts which are
more readily accessible.

I hus much of what is written here derives from our standard
of reference, Ihe Flowery Way.” This track, for that is all it

is to-day, was once the ancient road leading from Alexandria
to the West. In more recent times it has been superseded for
traffic by later roads, and in 1939 by the coastal, or “ Treat

v

Road, which follows the trough between the northern slope of
t lie outer (or laenia) ridge and the dunes. The Flowery Way
lies along the lower slopes of the southerly side of this same
ridge, and throughout overlooks the broad, flat valley which
contains the lake bed of our branch of Lake Mareotis.
^ ith the relief of this slope, the Flowery Way continually

rises and falls, changing direction from time to time, thus
providing ever-varying landscapes and freedom from mono-
tony. All along its course is found a greater seclusion than
elsewhere

, nor was this seclusion seriously impaired even
during the campaign which culminated at Alamein. It will
be understood that, especially at Amria, where the Cairo-
Alexandria desert road crosses Mariut, and to the S., E., and N.
of Burg el Arab itself, were armed camps of major importance.
The actual Head Quarters at the time of the battle of Alamein
were a trifle E. of Abu Sir, adjacent to the Treaty Road, not far
from the section shown on Plate C (above).

The most frequented stretch of the Flowery Way lay between
Abu Sir and Sidi Kreir (9 miles further E.). This track, which
runs roughly E. and W„ borders both cultivation (barley,

gardens and occasional patches of olives) and rougher
intervening areas, which though unsuited to cultivation
abound in wild flowers. These rough bits include stony ridges
ascending the hilbside, more level ground where these ridges
end above, ledges and terraces parallel to the main ridge, part
way up, and the actual wayside.

Nor is the iTowery Way despoiled by children for bunches
to sell to passing motorists. No such traffic passes this way

;

there is no market. Circumstances thus conspire to give the
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Flowery Way seclusion comparable to a " reservation.” Its

E.—W. course provides very distinct lightings in the morning
and evening

; moreover as many flowers (e.g. Erodium,
Anagallis) close about mid-day, whilst others (such as Iris

Sisyrinchium, Silene species) open in the afternoons, these

peculiarities of behaviour contribute an unexpected element of

variety and charm.

Few only of the illustrations here included derive from the

Flowery Way. Plate A. is an oblique aerial taken at 1,000 ft.,

opposite to Abu Sir, from the south. The Flowery Way lies

below the front of the picture which was taken by Mr.J.M.
Welchman, of the 40 Sqdn. S.A.A.F., on the 25th October,

1942, i.e., three days after the famous barrage with which the

Battle of Alamein opened.

The black streak across the picture (above), from R. to L.,

is the I reaty Road, following the dip between the Taenia Ridge
and the dunes above. The sea beyond the dunes is not in-

cluded. On the road are lorries and trucks serving the army
at Alamein. The huts in alignment by the roadside are of

recent construction, built for the road-makers.

On the crest of the ridge are, on the left, the Abu Sir Temple
enclosure (100 yds. square) with pylon, in shade, on right.

Adjacent to this, on the plateau, is an area used as a barrack-

yard. In the dip to the right of this is the old road from Burg
to the sea—now replaced by a modern road (1940), a quarter
mile off the picture, to the left. In the centre is a large quarry
from which the stone for the Temple was taken. On the right

is the Arab’s Tower or Pharos, and beyond this, at the edge
of the picture, a small square quarry with a narrow cutting

leading in.

On the slope below the large quarry and Pharos are some
two dozen Bedouin tents—allowed to remain in spite of the

general evacuation. Normally the site carries no Bedouin
population (cf, upper photo, pi. D, taken end Feb., 1945), the
position being inconvenient for water. On this occasion

however far-sighted Nomads migrated here to be near the

many caves, quarries, etc., which would afford complete
shelter from bombing, should the need arise. On the dunes
beyond the road-makers’ huts are a few other tents, relying

on dispersal for safety.



Description of Plate A.

Plate A.—Oblique air-view from 1,000 ft. of Taenia ridge with Abu Sir showing (1. to r.) Temple,

Quarry and Arabs’ Tower, from the S. Black line across picture is the Treaty Road ;

beyond are fig-gardens and dunes. In front (r.) many Bedouin tents. The Flowery

Way lies just below edge of picture. Photo taken by J. M. Welchman, 40 Sqdn., S.A.A.F..

25th October, 1942, three days after opening of battle of Alamein.
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1 he black dots on the slope up to the dunes are fig planta-

tions. On the left the last oblique row of figs ends below in two
smaller bushes. Close by the lower of the pair (just to its

left) may be detected a soldiers’ goal-post (“ soccer ”). It

stands almost vertically above the left-hand angle of the

Temple enclosure. The distance L. to R. of the photo is half-

a-mile.

Additional features along the ridge above the Flowery Way
include Kom-el-Nugus, its highest point, one and a half mile E. of

the Temple. This summit, which has the appearance of being

an artificial addition, carries some ruins where a small guard
or garrison might formerly have been accommodated. A mile

further E. is Abu Briwah which was the source of several

photographs which appeared in these Transactions (Vol. XIV,
1938). Some of the lower ground there depicted has since

been planted to figs, but the untouched perimeter is still »

floriferous. Cut deeply into the escarpment are a number of

ancient quarries, of which a pair, close together, immediately

beneath a comparatively modern Martello Tower named
Mandaret Abu Afish, are worthy of inspection. This tower is

seven miles from the Temple. At 8£ miles is Sidi Kreir, which

faces the ancient site of Mareotis across the lake-bed. This

stretch of valley-soils, floristically classic ground, has been

these ten years in a transitional state due to the gradual change-

over from barley crops to fig-gardens, • but its glories are not

yet wholly departed. In a later contribution to these “ Im-

pressions,” it may be possible to attempt a sketch of the

history of the ups and downs of agriculture and horticulture in

the Mariut belt, including the present trends. Naturally,

progress must ultimately depend on the provision of markets

—otherwise if these are restricted, for instance, to the Alexan-

dria district (e.g. figs), a glut is inevitable, with discouragement

to the growers.*****
Bedouin Practice

As will have been gathered, the raising of crops of barley is

still pursued along the Flowery Way in the old care-free manner
;

as yet we need only wipe out the fig-gardens and occasional
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olive-gardens as areas on which wild flora is no longer tolerated

—this a tribute to the growing recognition of the value of

cultivation where high-priced crops are involved. The piastre-

motive. We have to picture here a framework of rough
ground, the upper slopes of the main ridge, the stony laterals,

the wayside and certain bad patches with soil too shallow for

even an Egyptian plough. Within this framework, apart from
the figs, are the barley fields of- which rather more than half

will be growing a crop, whilst the rest remains fallow for the

year. “ Fallow," here, means just left, after pulling the crop

in April till the following October-year. Manuring is not
practised

;
fertility is regained by natural soil-processes.

Bedouin practice in ploughing is divided according to two
“ schools of thought." There are those who plough and sow
early in October, at the onset of the rains, whilst others plough
and sow later, following the earlier rain—some even deferring

'

these operations till a late date in December.

The delaying policy appears to spring from a double motive,
:

(1) to be sure of a good germination from greater certainty of

rain
; (2) by means of a late start to give the crop a better .

chance of mastering the weeds. Once sown there is no cultiva-
j

tion or weeding. A speculative operation is congenial to

Bedouin mentality—the gamble in this case being that the
barley, under this technique, is more likely to enjoy the best

spaced rainfall and so run through to harvest without a check.
.

Be that as it may, the early or late “ theory " makes a
marked difference in the time at which the weeds (i.e. that

portion of the wild flora usually associated with the crop) come
to maturity. Consequently, where both theories are juxtaposed
in adjacent properties, the period over which any given weed
will be flowering is much prolonged.

* * * * *

Desert ground in Mariut falls conveniently into four types of

terrain, each carrying a distinctive vegetation. These types
are (1) The lower slopes with cultivation, rich in weed-flora;

(2) The Dunes by the shore
; (3) The Lake-bed or salt- \

marsh ; (4) The higher ridges and plateaus, largely denuded of

soil.
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1. The Cultivated Zone.

1 aking first the cultivated zone and lower slopes, with which
may be included the fallow ground, and uncultivable inter-

spaces. It is here that the deeper soils occur, washed down
by rain from the ridges, and dumped on the gentler slopes. Of
the Mariut flora, which totals some 700 species, a majority is

to be found in this type of terrain.

Perhaps earliest to show in the barley is an aroid, Arisenmn
vulgare whose tubers infest the cultivated ground. Its spadices

appear above ground by mid-December, to be followed with
early ploughing, by the flower-heads of Anemone coronaria—
late December—mid February. These occur in two varieties

or strains
:

pale rose and pale lavender-blue—the former

with flowers abruptly truncated, the latter with floral segments
tapering. Both have dark centres, where the stamens and
capels are borne. Characteristically the anemones occur in

localised “ pools ” covering several acres, where they appear in

thousands (PI. E above). Typically any pool will be homo-
geneous in respect of form and colour, except where, by spread,

two pools of different strain intersect, when both forms will

mingle. On fallow ground the anemones show less well

;

and in the rough barely hold their own. This plant responds

to the plough, and where the barley is best, there also the

anemones, if present, will be taller and larger-flowered. On
the whole anemones in Mariut, according to my experience,

occupy about 1 / 10th of the ground on which thev might be

expected to occur. Of Anemone coronaria in Palestine,

Canon Tristram writes*
—

“ In every part of the country in

profusion, almost invariably the red variety .... The most

gorgeously painted, the most conspicuous in spring, the most

universally spread of all the floral treasures of the Holy Land
;

if any one plant can claim pre-eminence among the wondrous •

richness of bloom which clothes the Land of Israel in spring,

it is the anemone.”

In Mariut our field anemones are nearly a month in advance

of the general flora, to which the}’ stand in the relation of a

curtain-raiser. At places on the rocky ridge of Gebel Mariut

a dwarfer strain occurs where water is held in crannies near the

surface. More variable in form, their colour-range includes

* H. B. Tristram
;

Fauna and Flora of Palestine, 1884, p. 208.
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white, cream, pale blue, purple, rose and crimson, but not the

Palestinian scarlet. They are exquisite little plants. It

would be a grateful and remunerative task if someone, interested

in such matters, and possessing leisure and patience, could

specialize on these anemones from the genetical angle, and

incidentally chart and follow from year to year the progress of

the “ pools ” along the Flowery Way or elsewhere. In matters

of detailed ecological research Mariut is almost virgin ground.

As the anemones go out of flower a host of other plants are

coming into view—roughly separable into bulbous and annual

plants. These culminate in early March and constitute the

conspicuous middle period of the field flora.

Among the earlier bulbs is the White Star of Bethlehem

(Ornithogalum tenuifolium). Though present everywhere, it

is especially conspicuous on fallow ground, where it is less

liable to be overtopped and sometimes appears as a white

carpet to the temporary exclusion of all else. Here and there

will be its congener, the yellow Gagea, with sessile inflorescence

;

also met with on the rocky ridges.

In the barley next appear the grape hyacinths, Muscari

comosum and M. bicolor, with blue and brownish flowers,

respectively. Both have apical tassels of sterile flowers

—

M. comosum this year (1945) sometimes reaching a density of

60 to the sq. yard (cf. PI. D. above), a spread attributable to the

long period of fallow imposed by interrupted barley cultivation.

Next the Alliums
;
a conspicuous feature in the crops as the

inflorescences stand well above the barley—a sequence of rose-

coloured and white forms. Allium roseum v. Tourneuxii

deserves special mention in relation to the striking and myster-

ious effects it evokes, especially on unlevel ground.

Outside the cultivation, especially higher up the ridge, are

many specimens of the bright blue-flowered Scilla peruviana,

with strap-shaped leaves surrounding dense, sessile, flowering

cushions.

Some Annuals. By March annual plants are everywhere

coming into bloom—alike in the barley and on uncultivated

ground. On their presence depends mainly the gaiety and

brightness of the scene, whilst among them the Leguminoscs

(94 species) contribute a fertility-factor, indispensable in a

countryside where manuring is not practised. Of these, many

'
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species of Lotus, Hippocrepis (with their curved and curiously

appendaged pods), Astragalus, trefoils, vetches, peas, etc., are

always present. For particular mention two may be named

—

Lotus (7 etragonolobus) palestinus for the beauty of its solitary

deep red flowers peeping out from a soft green billowy foliage,

and Lathyrus Cicer for its salmon pink flowers. With both it

is the solitary flower rather than a full inflorescence that gives

distinction. A further member of the group is Trigonella

stellata, pale yellow flowers
;

of mat-like habit and sweet scent.

Present in the cultivation, this plant spreads everywhere
;

it

is also a striking feature on the open desert.

('lose neighbours of the above are the Crucifers (50 species)

—

dominant being 3 species, Matthiola humilis (the stock) mauve
and sweet scented

; Enarthrocarpus lyratus, pale yellow

petals with purple veins
; Carrichtera annua, white, and

especially abundant in the fallows.

These three spread everywhere in the desert where, with

Trigonella, they share most of the ground, according to the

degree of moisture in the soil. Matthiola is the most telling

in the landscape, clothing otherwise bare stony slopes for miles,

but, like all mauve-flowered plants, for full effect, it requires a

scattering of scarlet neighbours, such as poppies. As these

abound in the barley, all in all, Matthiola is best served in the

cultivation from the artistic angle.

Another characteristic weed in the cultivation is Adonis

microcarpus (pheasant's eye), which in moister soils may reach

a height of 2-ft. Its petals are nearly always yellow ; an

occasional form, otherwise indistinguishable, is scarlet. It may
be significant that the red form, when found, is closely related

in space to the yellow.

The yellow Adonis, though far from looking like a “ tough
”

plant—no ostentatious display of exterior defensive equip-

ment termed “ xerophilous ”—may be met with in occasional

specimens in many Mariut soils, even the most inhospitable.

Other ranunculaceous weeds include Nigella Tauberti and

Delphinium nanum.

At the very height of the season (mid-March) the barley

becomes gay with poppies—the principal form being a deep

crimson strain of Papaver Rhoeas, with a black blotch at the

base of each petal. It is characteristic of this poppy to be
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thinly sprinkled everywhere—not in dense stands so as to

smother its neighbours. For poppies, the flowers are unusually
large. The addition of this crimson element gives distinction

and accent to the varied tints of the associated weeds, and as
the air is almost always in motion their heads, standing well up
on flexible stalks, are for-ever waving in the breeze. As
subjects for colour “ films ” our landscapes at this juncture are
unri\ ailed. Poppy flowers may look ephemeral, but in bunches
for the house they will stand for days.

Nor may this general sketch of the cultivation conclude
without, reference to certain elements of the Compositai which
become effective in the cultivation at a relatively early stage,

even dominating the display.

Strolling along the Flowery Way (later Feb., early March)
one beholds the fields of young green barley running up the
slope towards the escarpment of the ridge, delimited by lines of
yellow (PI. D, above). These lines are the unsown borders of
the barley patches where the vivid, butter-yellow Chrysanthe-
mum coronarium, relatively free of competition, comes early
to maturity

; later in the crop and on other ground, according
as circumstances favour or retard it. This chrysanthemum is

the most conspicuous element in the March landscape—in

places belts, half-a-mile long and 50 yards wide, may be seen.

Here and there its isolated variant, C. discolor, may be found,
with pale cream ligules. These two, in the hands of plant-
breeders, have produced quite a number of garden strains.

These chrysanthemums illustrate the perfected composite
model. First a central, terminal capitulum

; then in basipetal
succession a series of flowering laterals, dressing the plants.

Robust and sturdy of habit, these chrysanthemums are typical
of that constitutional vigour which confers so high a dominance
on the Compositae as a family.

A little later these are joined, everywhere, by a second
composite, Scnecto coronopij'olt'tis

,

pale lemon yellow * more
delicate in appearance, perhaps, but none the less ubiquitous.
Following this is a particularly elegant chamomile-like daisy.
Anthemis rotata : large heads, white rays and dark centres
(PI- B).

Ihe Waste Ground. Separating the barley fields is a
frame-work of uncultivated ground, bare stony buttresses.
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Description of Plate B.

Plate B.- Typical picture of wild flora on border of cultivation. In front isolated heads of
Scorzonera alexanirina. Across centre

; left, Anthemis (white daisy, dark centres) •

nearer centre Matthiola humilis (stock)
;

at right Chrysanthemum coronariam ; back-
ground of barley in spike. Abu Briwah, March, 1938. Photo by K. B. Gatley.
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losing themselves above in the main Taenia ridge, terraces and
ledges partway up the slope, often parallel to the valley
bottom. Many weeds drawn up in the barley-fields are here
prostrate, and other plants which hardly enter the barley at
all. The situation is bare, more exposed to insolation, free
of the plough and crop-competition (PL B).

By early March Ranunculus asiaticus tells in the landscape.
Dee}> carmine red, like our poppy, though seasonally they are
quite ten days in advance. In habit, ranunculus is more
dwarf, non-flexible and stocky. Its leaves are rounded and
lobed, not deeply dissected as in the poppies. Moreover the
calyx persists—not caducous, as in the latter. As a rule each
stem ends in a single flower, which may reach a diameter of
even 3 inches when wide open.

A characteristic feature is the grouping of the units : they
octui in related groups, as it were family parties of a dozen
plants perhaps

; the nearest group will be some little distance
away. This air of aloofness is characteristic. The plant is

well fixed in the soil by its bunch of tuberous roots, and often
perhaps holds its own by vegetative propagation, like its

congener, the lesser celandine, R. Ficaria, supplemented by
occasional seeding. It would be untrue to imply that R.
asiaticus is indifferent to favourable conditions

; on cuppy
ground it is quite capable of occupying the moist depressions.

A plant unrelated to this, Scorzonera alexandrina, a sort of
salsify, belonging to the Composite, flowers about the same
time as the ranunculus, and behaves in much the same way
as to 'restricted grouping. Each plant is 6—8 inches high and
carries a single head of florets, whilst a circlet of sinuous, strap-

shaped leaves sprawls on the ground at its foot. Below the

surface the stem ends in an ovate tuber, by which it propagates
vegetatively (PI. B., foreground).

The capitula are broadly funnel-shaped, an inch or more
across : the florets all ligulate, and of a delicate mauve tint,

which deepens towards the centre, where anther-tubes and
stigmas are clustered together, but with space between so that

nothing is concealed. The anthers are deepest purple, and the

paired stigmas push inside the anther-tubes, brushing out the

deep yellow pollen to be exposed against the purple background
on the now unrolled stigmatic crosiers in their final phase. It
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would appear that such plants as .these, by the possession of

underground organs of storage, have acquired certain territorial

rights which render them immune from the hurly-burly of seed

competition characteristic of the less privileged proletariat of

annuals. Ihey may succumb in the long run—meanwhile
they contribute in detail an elegant and distinctive feature to

the nearer floral landscape.

Hereabouts in the rough two other composites are now
becoming a conspicuous feature, which increases from day to

day. The earlier and lesser is Anacyclus alexandrinns
, which

begins as a rosette of cut, pinnatifid leaves with pointed
segments

; next a sessile head of minute 3^ellow florets. J^ater

from this rosette branches arise, prostrate on the ground,
each with a terminal capitulum. These repeat the same
production of prostrate flowering branches, until the plant

covers a sq. foot or more, displaying its diagrammatic construe- I
tion against the bare soil as background.

this is followed by Centaurea gloinerata, of precisely the

same prostrate, radiate habit—every branch having a terminal

head of crowded yellow flowers. Everything is on a much
greater scale than in anacyclus, and its spread is a yard or

more. On favourable uncultivated places these prostrate

anacycluses and centaureas may be counted by scores—like

diagrams pegged out on the ground. '

With the above foregather later many small tufted compo-
sites, such as Crepis, Leontodon, Picridium and Launea with
bright yellow Hieracium-like flowers—a gay assemblage set off

by pink rock roses (Helianthemum)

—

and the Boraginacece.

Among the multitude of plants of the wastes and waysides, the

Borage Family predominates in later March. Everywhere is 3

the trailing Alcanna tinctoria—its' grey radiating branches
ending in clusters of pale blue forget-me-not-like flowers, with
yellow centres. From plant to plant some variation in colour

—pastel shades. To an exile the bright bare background,
besprinkled with shadows, makes an appeal analogous to that

which Egyptians experience on seeing for the first time our
green carpets dotted over with primroses, cowslips and wood
anemones.

Others of the tribe on these waste places are the viper’s

buglosses, Echium sericeum and E. setosum—rough bristly
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Fig. 3.

Tortured-looking fragment of Echiochilon with inflorescences
(" boragoids ”) in the post-flowering position (cf. p. 144).

X
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trailers, both with unnumbered flowering spikes, overflowing
from baskets of grey foliage. Bright, funnel-shaped corollas
with protruding stamens : setosum mainly blue, whilst sericeum
changes from blue to red, like litmus-paper.

Also in places Anchusa hybrida with flowers royal purple
(or an equally intense blue), and Nonnea Viviani, bush-like,
with flowers in mauve. Before leaving this group some men-
tion must be made of a twisted, tortured little bushy plant,
Echiochilon fntticosum (from Echis, viper, and chilon, lips

;

the lipped viper ), with 2-lipped blue flowers. First it may
be explained that members of this family carry their flowers in
close spikes at the ends of the branches, and that these spikes
are bent over sharply just at the level at which the flower-buds
are opening. These hooks or crosiers may be single or paired

that is immaterial. Being characteristic of the family this
type of inflorescence is termed a “ boragoid.” It will be
understood that in an ordinary case, as the flowers progressively
open and pass into the fruiting phase, the curvature on the
stalk advances, the part behind straightening out. This
continues till all the flowers have opened and gone into fruit,
by which time the axis of the inflorescence will be no longer
crooked. It is a temporary device associated with the flowering
phase—presumably performing the double function of display-
ing the open flowers on a conspicuous platform in relation to
insect visits, whilst holding the crowded, unopened buds bent
over in a relatively secluded position, where they will not be
interfered with till their turn comes

;
- by which time they will

be found on the crest (i.e. convexity) of the hook.
In Echiochilon this device has become modified in detail.

Instead of the curved zone of the flowering spike advancing
apically as the flowers unfold, it lags behind, from an early
period, i.e., becomes separated from the general formative zone
or meristem, undergoing a hardening, a lignification, of its
tissues, so that any subsequent straightening out or unbending
is impossible. Consequently we find in Echiochilon these
flowering branches, or “ boragoids,” all bent inwards towards
the centre of the plant, with the little blue flowers peeping out
from a sort of crumpled basket-work (Fig. 3).

Many plants, possibly a majority, exhibit, both before and
after flowering, characteristic movements and curvatures
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the significance of which is not always easy to explain. Thus
the well-known wall-creeper, Ampelopsis Veitchii, prior to

flowering, develops pendent branches, the tips of which are

sharply bent upwards. These upturned tips carry the flower-

buds of the future inflorescences
; but before these buds open

the sharp curves are erased and the inflorescences hang down
from the ends of their shoots. As a stage in the solution of such
puzzles, physiological investigation with operational technique

is required for the determination of the various sensitivities and
responses of which the plants concerned are capable, in relation

to exterior factors such as gravitation, light, temperature and
humidity. Without this, no precise knowledge of the nature

of the mechanisms involved is possible. Certainly Echiochilon

is the most tortured-looking plant in the flora, and might easily

be mistaken for a crumpled-up bit of coarse wire netting

thrown on the desert.

A Digression on Seed-Dispersal : Fagonia cretica—
Before leaving this subject of special zones of growth and the

related curvatures which arise at the flowering period, an out-

standing example from the Mariut flora, that of Fagonia, merits

notice (PI. F above). This plant, with its desert allies, Zygo-

phyllum and Peganum, are included in the natural order

Zygophyllaceie—a family related to Rutaceae (which includes

Ruta and Dictamnus familiar in gardens), from which it

differs principally in the lack of oil-glands on its foliage and

in the possession of stipules.

The Fagonias are eminently desert types, our Mariut species

being F. cretica. Its distribution is peculiar and is best

described by the statement that it occurs in the most unexpected

places—including ridges, hill-sides, lake bed, desert plateaus

and even dune areas. In other words it appears indifferent

to particular habitats, and where it does occur it is generally

sporadic, rather than in dense stands. In view of this dis-

tinctive distribution, it may be worth-while to consider in some

detail the means of seed-dispersal available to this plant.

Taking the case of a newfy-established Fagonia growing on

the open desert, where it is not interfered with by neighbouring

plants : it will push a substantial tap-root, which descends a

foot or more, whilst from the crown several prostrate branches

arise which branch in such manner as to produce several
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radiating fans which occupy the ground without overlapping.

Such system of fans may attain a diameter of perhaps 2-ft.

during the first season.

These branches carry at each node, or joint, a pair of com-
pound leaves (3 linear leaflets each) and 4 spiny stipules, and in

the axil of one leaf of the pair, a flower, shortly stalked. In

other words at every node a rotate flower facing upwards, with
acute, purple petals (PI. F. above). Now at every node the
stem changes direction slightly—zigzagging—bending alter-

nately right and left. Moreover at a node, as well as a flower,

there may also be a vegetative branch—as occasion serves.

At the height of flowering, as seen from above, our plant is

very gay, the flowers all but touching one another. Then, as
the petals fall, each young fruit bends over sharply through
the action of its stalk, so that its apex, the style, points directly

downwards. This operation is performed with a perfection of

accuracy in the following manner. Where the node carries

no other branch, the flower dips sideways on the convex or

salient side, and as these salients alternate, so too the direction

of dip of these young fruits. Where however there is a vegeta-

tive branch in addition to a flower, the latter will dip forwards
into the angle between the main and lateral branches. Hence
according to the circumstances, the flowers dip to R. or L.,

or into the angle of a branch. To examine a branch-system
carrying several hundreds of these fruits, and to find each one
obeying the “ law of dip,” appropriate to its position, is an
impressive spectacle—not surpassed by Guards on parade
(text-fig. 4, A).

The next phase is fruit-dehiscence and seed-scattering. At
the dipping stage each fruit consists of 5 flat carpels arranged
symmetrically around the axis of the ovary : the persistent

style, the morphological apex of the fruit, pointing vertically

downwards—the true basal end of the carpel-complex being
attached to the stem which bore it by its now hooked pedicel.

Roughly, the form of the fruit before dehiscence may be
compared with the end of a propellor-shaft carrying 5 flat

semi-circular blades, symmetrically distributed (fig. 4, B, D).

I he young fruits are greenish, turning brown on ripening.

Dehiscence in the 1945 season extended over the period mid-
May to early July. The weather was dry throughout—no rain.
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Fagonia cretica, &c.

A. Simplified diagram of ramification, showing .dipping positions

of fruits : also includes a single pair of 3 -foliate leaves with
stipules.

B. Trans, section fruit : one flat seed in each carpel.

C. Fruit at seed-ejaculation.

D. 1,2, 3, Fruits after dipping
; 4, flower with corolla, facing

upwards—prior to dipping.
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Details of Dehiscence. Each of the flat carpels of the

ovary contains a single seed, flattened in the sense of the

carpel and held vertically. Each seed is about 4 mm. long and

3 mm. wide
;

oval to diamond-shaped in outline
;

wafer

thin, dead black in colour and attached to a basal funicle.

On account of their form, and especially their colour,

these seeds are readily distinguishable as they lie on the ground

after dehiscence. Yet another feature of these seeds may be

mentioned here
;

the external layer is filled with a dry muci-

lage which instantly becomes intensely sticky the moment it

is touched, for instance with a moistened needle. So sticky are

these seeds that they might have been used with advantage by

our forefathers for sealing letters. Mucilage-testas are not

infrequent, but I met with no case more striking than this of

Fagonia.

As previously mentioned the young fruits “ dip” on losing

their corollas. In consequence, the styles face downwards and

it is in this inverted position that dehiscence takes place. At

the moment of dehiscence two synchronized operations become

manifest
: (1) The ridge of each carpel splits, starting from

a point close to its insertion on the pedicel (i.e. at its morpho-

logical base, which, in consequence of inversion, is now its

positional apex). The split extends f to fths the length

of the carpels
; (2) Whilst this is taking place each carpel

separates partially from the axis of the ovary (i.e. at the posi-

tional upper end where the fruit is attached to the pedicel)

and swings away from it about 45°. The other ends of the

carpels remain attached to the base of the style, persisting in

place till they weather away several weeks later.

The moment the slit along the edge of the carpel has extended

sufficiently to admit of the passage of the seed, the latter is

flicked out in an upward direction and shot to a distance (Fig.

4, C). This action is roughly comparable to the way in which

an orange-pip can be flicked out between finger and thumb.

Presumably, by the opening of the slit at the positional apex,

pressure is relieved at that end, thus allowing the residual

compression from below to become effective as the motive

power at ejaculation.

As viewed by an observer everything appears to happen at

the same moment—there is an explosion and the seed flies out.
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What is required here is a cinema film shown as a “ slow
motion picture. It may be added that the carpels ejaculate

their seeds, sometimes in succession, and sometimes, apparently,

synchronously.

On the departure of the seeds the emptied fruit remains in

place, resembling a half-opened umbrella in miniature—the

crooked stalk being the “ handle,” and the style the “ point
”

of the umbrella. The five carpels by splitting longitudinally

now appear as 10 half-carpels—each half-carpel of a pair

becoming boat-shaped, the concavities facing one another.

This change in form from flat to boat-shaped depends doubtless

upon tensions arising in the walls as the cell-layers contract on
drying out. Analogous changes in form at dehiscence will be

familiar to everybody in the case of many leguminous pods
and other dry fruits.

This operation—ejaculation of seeds in Fagonia cretica—
according to my experience—depends upon dry weather, i.e.

it appears to be a desiccation-mechanism. Certainly, as

already stated, no drop of rain fell during the period of de-

hiscence
; some plants were even screened against possible

dew. This I mention as Ulbrich (“ Biologie der Fruchte und
Samen,” Springer, 1928, p. 146) has suggested that dehiscence

in Fagonia depends on rain : that there is a swelling layer

within the carpel, which on access of water exerts the pressure

requisite for ejaculation. Nor did I omit frequently to sprinkle

with water plants in fruit, but without any positive result.

Admittedly, there are plants, even desert plants, which are

provided with swelling layers, but so far as Fagonia is con-

cerned I found no confirmatory evidence.

Of the efficiency of the ejaculatory mechanism in Fagonia

there can be no question. Of thousands of dehisced fruits

examined I have not found more than two instances of seeds

left behind. X
Of related zvgophyllaceous plants it may be mentioned that

Zygophyllum album bears fruits in form comparable to those of

Fagonia. After flowering they remain in position, without

dipping, and on ripening ejaculate their seeds explosively. In

Pcganum Harrnala the capsules, so far as noticed, just open

loculicidally, but not sufficiently for the seeds to escape.

Eventually with the weathering of the capsule, they drop out.
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Dispersal. A single detached plant of Fagonia cretica,

after ejaculation, is found to be surrounded by a circular zone

of seeds, extending a distance of about 5-ft. from its centre
;

similarly, a line of plants will be accompanied by parallel seed-

zones on both sides. In spite of the obstacle which the frame-

work of fronds might present to dispersal, it is evident, on

inspection, that the great majority of seeds are not seriously

impeded in their flight.

The average number of fruits borne per sq. foot of our plant

mosaic is about 400 ;
as each fruit contributes five seeds, this

gives 2,000 seeds. Should the plant envisaged be 2-ft. in

diameter, and roughly circular, this would mean a seed output

of about 6,000. In later years, with complex ramification and
spread, the yield will be multiplied many times.

Of the lifting power of the mechanism of ejaculation some
evidence is afforded by counts made of the number of seeds

found on the steps and ledges of buildings in front of which

lines of Fagonias happened to have become established. It

should be explained that these were not specially devised

experiments—it just happened. The counts were made on a

date taken at random following dehiscence, and have no
statistical value. But as they illustrate the potentialities of

high trajectory, they are perhaps just worth placing on record.

Two cases may be described here—A and B. In A a line of

Fagonias was growing close against the lowest of a flight of

four steps. The rise of each tread was 7 inches and the width

of each step 12 inches; the length of frontage, 8-ft. The
numbers of the seeds counted on the flats of the successive

steps (from below upwards) were 215, 69, 26, and 35. As the

Fagonias were growing flush against the bottom step, this

proximity doubtless blanketed many aspiring trajectories.

The highest of these steps was at 28 inches.

B was a case in which a wall carried a ledge at 26 inches above

ground-level, and the sill of a window at 64 inches. The line

of Fagonias was 1 2-ft. in length, with a clear space of 2-ft.,.

between the plants and the wall. The ledge ran the full

distance, but the sill was only 3-ft. long. The ledge carried 183

seeds on its 1 2-ft. run
;

the sill at 64 inches (3-ft. long only).
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35 seeds. Had this sill been absent, those seeds would doubtless

have slipped down the wall and added their number to those

on the ledge below.

In effect all the useful information we get out of the above
is that a seed may be flung to a distance of about 5-ft. from the

centre of a plant, and may be shot up to a height of over 5-ft.

This however does not account for the actual distribution of

Fagonia plants as observed over this countryside.

There seemed a possibility that in their passage through the air,

as in a fresh wind, the seeds might be carried to much greater

distances. When these seeds are thrown into the wind, how-

ever, they show little or no buoyancy, and seem unfitted for

long air- borne transport. They merely stall, and fall to the

ground within a few feet, down wind.

Nor are even violent gusts of wind capable of lifting them,

once they lie flat on the ground.

Walking barefoot on ground where Fagonias grew and had

shot their seed, I soon discovered that the soles of my feet

picked up numbers which stuck fast and had to be removed

one by one. This suggests that animals, and especially birds,

with moist feet are the effective agents in long distance transport.

Quantities of sparrows and other birds, are continually playing

in such places—feeding on the seeds of grasses and other plants.

It is one of their happy hunting-grounds. It is a reasonable

'

presumption that the birds pick them up this way—damp
feet—and carry them abroad, some dislodging. I scruple to

shoot birds to prove this link in the evidence
;

they are in a

sense my tenants, and would resent such violent and unusual

action on the part of their patron. However, under the

circumstances, it seems remotely improbable that thesd birds

could avoid carrying away numbers of these extremely sticky

seeds. *****
Analogous correlations in the changed position at flowering

and fruiting, due to curvatures of the stalk, occur in numerous

plants. Thus in Fritillaria imperialis it is the flower which

“ nods,” whilst as the fruit ripens the stalk straightens out and

the capsule is held erect. Dehiscence (which is non-explosive)

is apical, so that the erect position ensures that the seeds

remain in the opened carpels till shaken out by gusts of wind.
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Otherwise, in the hanging position, they would merely fall at

the base of the plant.

Then in the poppy it is the flower bud that nods : on opening,

the stalk straightens out and the pepper-pot-like capsule is

held erect, and on ripening the minute seeds will be shaken out

by windage through the marginal pores.

In the squirting cucumber (Ecballium Elaterimn
)
the flower

faces upwards, and at the fruiting stage is (like Fagonia) bent
down by the curvature of its stalk. At ripening (unlike

Fagonia) the fruit becomes pulpy and a high internal pressure

develops. Concurrently the attachment of the stalk at its

insertion weakens, so that any shock, even a light touch,

suffices to detach the highly turgescent fruit, which at the

same moment discharges its entire contents (mucilage and
seeds) as an upward jet, carrying many yards. Though the

analogies in position conform to the Fagonia type, the mechan-
ism of ejaculation is here a wet one, whilst in Fagonia it is dry,

depending on tensions arising in the carpellary walls as the

fruit dries out.

* * * * *

“ Miniature Gardens ”

Before leaving this tract of mingled cultivation and waste
land brief reference may be made to what happens in seasons of

serious shortage of rain. An adequate floral display demands
about 200 mm. of rain (October to March), suitably spaced in

time. Should rain fail after December (as in the season
1940—41), production of the later flora is largely suppressed.

In certain years thus threatened there may come some late

February showers which save the situation. Thus in 1939—40,

though the total rainfall barely exceeded 100 mm., in view of

these refreshing late showers the annuals managed to push
through in restrained form, realizing, perhaps, that liberties

should not be taken in view of the favour vouchsafed. The
result that year was a display of miniature gardens well shown
on level stretches, e.g., alongside the Treaty Road. These
"gardens” were not just unprivileged assemblages of de-

pauperate specimens, but perfect plants on Lilliputian scale.

Instead of a foot, they reached a few inches from the ground,
with dwarf poppies overtopping and rippling in the breeze.

Such sites are shown in PI. C. (above), a view of the Treaty
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Description of Plate C.

Plate C (above).—Detail of Treaty Road, 4 miles E. of Abu Sir Alexandria 110 miles beyond.
Dunes on 1. behind grove of date-palms. “ Miniature Gardens ” often arise on the
dusty verges (cf. p. 19), October, 1944.

Plate C (below).—Rocky slope of Tamia ridge below Abu Sir, looking N. Treaty Rd. (not
then constructed) now runs parallel to foot of slope. Beyond arc fig-gardens, oolithic
dunes and the sea. 1937.
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Koad taken in October, 1944—just two years after the Battle
of A lamem when the Captains and the Kings had departed."
The picture shows a section of this road a few miles west of

Abu Sir, near by the then H.Q. of the British Armies. Alexan-
dria is over the horizon, some 30 miles away. It was these
dusty verges which carried miniature gardens all the way.

2. TheOolithic Dune Belt.

We may now turn our steps to the dunes—the coastal

zone bordering the sea, some thousand yards in width. These
are concealed from Burg, becoming visible only as the crest

of the outer ridge is reached (the Taenia ridge, on which Abu
Sir and the temple are situated). Here suddenly they appear
below as a white fringe, with the sea beyond (PI. C below).

Spectacularly this is a great moment depending on the unique
colouring of the sea against this white foreground. The
waters of the Mediterranean are in general termed “ blue,"

but here, all along the Mariut coast, where they wash the

oolithic dune-belt, they appear deepest ultramarine, iridescent

and lustrous, like the wing-colouring of certain large Brazilian

butterflies. This doubtless is an optical effect not presented

by the African coast further west (e.g. Algiers, Oran), nor

east beyond the outskirts of Alexandria, where the oolith

element dies out. New-comers and residents alike, are in-

variably impressed by an unforgettable seascape thus, suddenly,

revealed to their gaze. As one stands at the edge and watches
the waves breaking, just in the act of turning over, they appear

pale jade green. The ultramarine must be a surface effect.

The degree and quality of colouring show great variations in

relation to the position of the sun, the presence of fleeting

cloud-shadows, vapour and haze. Our “ Riviera " also has

the advantage of being free of glare from the sea, as the shore-

line faces north. Perhaps some war-weary meteorologist,

released from his labours of forecasting weather, might find a

“busman’s holiday" in studying, and perhaps elucidating, a

miracle so inadequately depicted in this paragraph.

And now for a stroll across the dunes. As stated, they are

composed not of silicious sand but of ooliths, white carbonate

of lime concretions, thrown up by the sea. These ooliths

behave to windage as do coarse grains of sand. With the sun
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beating down they appear dazzling, and one might well wonder
whether all tender vegetation would not be scorched. Far
from it. The prevalent winds from the N.W. are cooled by the

sea, and the fresh-water table is so near the surface that wells

dug 3 to 4 ft. deep, and within 100 yards of the shore, provide 1

the freshest water in the district. Winter rain percolates the I

ooliths and, presumably floats on the sea-water table. The I

case seems comparable to our fresh-water wells at Blakeney I

Point. There is a gentle movement of the fresh-water— I

just rapid enough to replace that which becomes salty by
]

diffusion from the underlying sea-water. At Blakeney with I

the springtides the freshwater rises several feet in the wells. I

But at Blakeney the tidal range is 15-ft., whereas on this coast I

it is barely 18 inches. Doubtless, could a well be reserved for I

observation a similar but very slight rise and fall would be I

detected, but as the Bedouins draw water from these wells, I

any well reserved for such observations would have to be kept I
under constant guard.

The flora these dunes sustain is no monotonous carpet
; a I

single stroll across gives no “ transverse section ” of the plant- I

population. Its distribution is not homogeneous. In general

the relief slopes up from the shore to the fixed mainland at

the foot of the Taenia ridge where the cogstal road runs.

The landward edge is the more stabilized, especially by
bushes of Thymelaea, tufted perennial low-growing shrubs of a
yellow flowering rest harrow

(
Ononis vaginalis)

,
and in spring-

time a gay carpet of C entaurea pumila, with sessile trusses of I

rose-coloured flowers. Further out, a sprinkling of marram I

grass
(
Psamnia

)

which would be more effective as a surface-

fixer but for occasional grazing by goats. Nearer the sea are

bushes, sometimes almost thickets, of the broom, Retama
Rcslam, covered in February with white flowers, sometimes
with purple spots.

Close to the shore tufts of Euphorbia Paralias are frequent, I

as also is Zygophyllum album, an effective dune-builder. This I

plant is a congener of Fagonia, already described in detail, but
nothing more different in habit can be imagined. An up- I

growing, jointed plant, with succulent leaves (a fleshy petiole

carrying two fleshy leaflets). Like Fagonia, its flowers produce
5-lobed fruits, which on ripening are explosive, but unlike I



Description oi- Plate D.

I’latk D (above). -Tsenia ridge from Flowery Way. Shows adjacent barley fields with line of
Chrysanthemum coronarium defining boundary (cf. text, p 9). Jn barley, esp. in. fore-
ground much Muscari (darker stalks)

;
note Arabs’ Tower (skyline 1.) ; Bedouin tents no

longer on escarpment below (cf. FI. A and p. 3). End February, 194 .S.

Plate D (below).- Drifted dust held up by garden wall has overflowed to form bridgehead in

garden to r. Height of wall, a ft. Bedouins on 1. filling sacks with dust. Burg el Arab
April, 1942.
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Taenia Ridge from S. side

Garden wall holding drifted dust
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Fagonia it shows no sophisticated nutations or bending over

of its fruits. It is a heavy seeder and some years will be bowed
down to the ground by the weight of its fruits.

Three species of bulbs occur on these dunes. In early

December a “ Meadow saffron,” Colchicum Ritchii, pushes its

fragrant, rose-coloured flowers. The corms are dug by the

Bedouin, perhaps an an antidote to rheumatism, though the

colchicin-content of this species is small.

Urginea
(
Scilia

)
maritima, with immense bulbs and yard-

high flowering spikes in June, is rare here due to exploitation

—

more frequent further west.

Finally, flowering in August, is Pancratium maritimum, often

occupying extensive dune-stretches. Its flowers are modelled

on the pattern of a trumpet daffodil, but its narrow acute

perianth segments are dead white, with pale green streaks

outside, and show up effectively against the creamy back-

ground of ooliths.

Many smaller plants, chiefly annuals, are dotted about, of

which may be mentioned the bright, blue-flowered Salvia

lanigera ; Lotus argenteus and Diotis maritima (cotton weed)

with silvery leaves, and a rose-coloured campion, Silene succu-

lenta, one of the few undeniably succulent plants in this flora.

Nor should reference to Hypecoum aegyptiacum be omitted

—

of the poppy family with bilaterally symmetrical flowers

—

yellow with purple blotches—acceptable both from its sheer

beauty as a plant, and likewise from the botanical controversies

in which formerly it became involved.

These oolithic dunes possess, in addition to the plants they

carry, a physical interest depending on the consolidation

of the units into rock and their subsequent disintegration by

wind erosion. In this way arise odd, fantastic ruins, hardly

intelligible at ground level, but from the air fitting into the

local dune plan (cf. These Trans, Vol. XIV, pi. 16, p.418).

The actual shore-line in the absence of effective tides is

never deserted by the waves, whilst the drift holds some interest

from the strange assortment of flotsam and jetsam continually

thrown up. Included in this drift, and a puzzle at first sight,

are quantities of Posidonia-balls derived from a submerged

marine plant of that name allied to our pond weeds
(
Potamo

-

getons). Heavy seas uproot the rhizomes and attached strap-like
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leaves. Ihe latter as they float in the sea become macer-
ated and reduced to a plexus of fine fibres, which, in conse-
quence of the constant motion of the waves as they drift,

become woven into balls of all sizes, up to 4 inches in diameter.
Commonly, when cut open, some trace of the fragment of
rhizome which bore those leaves survives as a core. Where
this is relatively long, the “ balls ” are oval. Associated with
these in the drift are identifiable fragments of several non-
African trees, which gives some support to a current view that
all these objects have been drifted across the Mediterranean
from Europe by the prevalent N.W. winds.

3. The Salt-Marsh.

This is represented by the western arm of Lake Mareotis,
long separated by causeways from the main body of the lake.

Liable to flooding in winter, it is relatively dry in summer.
In general appearance the lake-bed recalls an East Anglian
marsh, with its scrub dominated by Suceda fruticosa (and other
species) and Obione portulacoides

,

together with shrubby
salicornia-like types, and Juncus maritimus. Outstanding at
flowering time (May) are sheets of Limoniastrum with vivid
lilac spikes. Earlier (March), the dwarf Ifis SisyyinchiuYti

forms acre-wide blue and purple flowering carpets with the
plants crowded to capacity. PI. E—below, shows a portion of
such carpet—in which every plant is a specimen of this Iris,

this plant also finds its way into the cultivation, though in

lesser density.

Also, in places, are large areas of Statice delicatida, in pure
formation. It has minute purple flowers, elegantly disposed
on yard-high ramifying inflorescences. Though built on the
same plan as the common British S. Limonumi

, these plants
are tall, flexuous and undulating—not stocky. Other species
of Statice belong more especially to the ridges and are referred
to in Section 4.

4. The Ridges

In concluding this review we cannot do better than explore
Gebel Mariut (the inner ridge) which overlooks the village of
Burg el Arab. The main flora here matures relatively late

(May—June) and features especially Labiates and Composites.
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Anemone coronaria

Iris Sisvriuchinm on lake-bed



Description of Plate E.

Plate E (above).—“ Pool” of Anemone coronaria established in advance of barley; from
1-lowery Way below Abu Sir, looking S. across lake-bed.—December, 1938.

Plate E (below).—Lake-bed near Abu Sir, looking S. Gebel Mariut closes in the picture, of
which the lower half is occupied by a pure community of Iris Sisyrinchium. March, 1945.
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Earlier it is the statices which attract attention. In Britain
the five species of statice are restricted to the coastal zone-
J he world’s population however provides some 120 species, of
which probably a majority inhabit continental salt steppes

—

not represented in Britain. On the Mariut hills, conspicuous
in March, are 3 species, meriting attention, viz., Statice Thouini,
S. pruinosa and .S. tubiflora, all differing markedly in habit of
growth, colour at flowering, and relative persistence of corolla.

To this group may be united the lake-bed species, S. delicatula,

already referred to. Although not found on the ridges by me,
a few specimens planted in the garden seeded abundantly and
without special attention spread everywhere, showing it to be
a potential weed. So far as it goes, this is in harmony with its

competence on the lake-bed, where it forms extensive stands to

the exclusion of everything else.

Statice Thouini is an annual, and may reach a height of 2 feet.

The leaves, borne in a basal rosette, are pinnatifld—recalling

those of the annual S. sinuata, found in seedsmen’s lists. The
ultimate branches of the inflorescence are winged

; the con-

spicuous calyx pale Cambridge blue (fading to white), with a
bristle in each sinus

;
the corolla yellow to cream, extremely

fugitive.

.5. pruinosa, though found on the higher levels of the salt-

marsh, is more frequent on the ridges and in the wadis. The
tuft of obovate, basal leaves does not long persist. Its con-

spicuous features are the triangular, frond-like branch-

complexes produced in one plane, which make up the in-

florescence
;

the main axis characteristically zigzag, the

lower branches sterile, and the flowering laterals in curved

cymes. Calyx pale, funnel-shaped, with dark midribs to the

lobes. Corolla mauve, fugitive. In its special genre, especially

when covered with newly opened flowers, our flora shows no
more elegant plant.

5. tubiflora is very distinct from all these. Habit prostrate

(not unlike 5. reticulata of the E. Anglian marshes). Flowering

axes bunched in the centre of the basal rosette of leaves
;

sterile branches below, and the flowers in dense panicles.

Corollas deep rose-coloured, relatively large and long-persisting.

Calyx of narrow, glistening segments. A choice plant for the

rockery.
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to its calyx-lobes.

All these species agree in adhering rigidly to the conventional
floral diagram of Plumbaginaceae

; calyx 5, corolla 5, stamens 5
(opp. the petals), gynaecium 5 styles arising from a 1 -seeded
ovary. With such a wide range of diversity in detail (habit

;

floral peculiarities) combined with uniformity in floral pattern,
this group presents a pretty study for botanists and others.
A table is included, featuring some of these points.

Species Habit
1 Calyx Corolla

S. tubiflora prostrate
1 narrow acute

white segments
crimson
(persistent)

S. Thouini annual erect
winged scapes

pale blue lobed
funnel, with
bristles between
the lobes

pale yellow
(fugitive)

S. pruinosa stiff horizontal
fan-like

branches

pale funnel lobes
with dark midribs

pink
(fugitive)

S. delicatula tall, flexuous
gregarious

white funnel lobes
with deep red
midribs

purple
(relativelv

persistent)

Statice species compared.

To resume the stroll on the ridge. There will be sundry
Labiates—the tall Phlomis floccosa, with glaucous foliage and
heads of yellow flowers. Thymus capitatus (white thyme) in
quantity. Teucrium Polium, and the related Globularia
arabica spherical blue heads of small flowers everywhere on
the rocks.

At this latter end of the season, many robust composites
come into their own. Alongside the majestic Onopordon
Sibthorplanum, are other thistles, and thickets of Echinops
spinosus (globe thistle). These latter recall, in miniature, the
milk thistles (Silybum Marianum) of the Argentine pampas
which Hudson depicts so graphically.* The large spiny heads
of our globe thistle detach on ripening, when battered by the
wind, and career across the desert. They are driven, bouncing
*W. H. Hudson. " Far away and Long Ago,” cap. 5.



Description of Plate F.

Plate F (above).-—Fagonia in flower. Photo by J. P. Lotsy. Februarv, !9:tl.

Plate I- (below ).—Anabasis articuiata, the purple bush. Photo bv [. P. Lotsy, 1

l
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Fagonia in flower

Anabasis articulata
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m long hops on their formidable but resilient spines, liberating
a cloud of plumed fruits at every impact—like some new-
fangled grenade, detonating intermittently.
By contrast, nestling in rock crannies, are dwarf prickly

rosettes of carline thistles
(
Carlina involucrata and its ally

Atractylis flava). No wonder the Scots adopted the Thistle as
emblem !*

Other conspicuous end-of-season plants include the Mesem-
brvanthemums (M. crystallinum and nodiflorum

) carpeting
stony summits with their ruddy succulence. On these exposed
situations the leaves seem to encrust the surface. Verv
different is the habit of M. crystallinum when established on the
damp floor of a shady quarry, where it will grow knee-deep
like rhubarb. 1 he related Aizoon canariense, also present, has
latterly spread into the fallow—a noxious weed.
Even the omnivorous goat declines these mesembryanthe-

mums, and after prolonged scrutiny will at length extract a
dead tuft of grass and munch it with contemptuous con-
descension.

Of the later flowerers Pancratium, on the dunes, has already^
been noted. On the heights, by November, flowers the last
plant of all. Anabasis articulata, a much-ramifying bush of
the Salicornia affinity, gay with flowers enclosed each in a
purple fruiting perianth, hence called the purple bush (PI. F.
below)

.

The War Phase

Before closing down these random notes some refererce
may be made to the more immediate effects of war-time
conditions on desert vegetation and cultivations. More
especially as such opportunity may^ not recur in any predictable
future. Briefly they Were like this.

( 1 ) Whenever there seemed risk of armies clashing, in this or
that district, the Bedouin populations would be evacuated to
the edge of the Delta, and as the threat passed they would
trickle back again. This meant interruption of seasonal
operations—ploughing and sowing. Fields would be left in
fallow beyond the normal period

; in fact a general lowering
of agricultural standards as observed by the Bedouin. Then,
as evacuated Nomads from further West passed byy camping
with their herds, they being relatively irresponsible, would
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pull scrub indiscriminately from the desert for kindling, as
available. Ihe troops did likewise. Thus, much surface was
stripped bare, where otherwise care would have been exercised.
Notably the favourite fuel, bushes of Thymekea, full of oil,

would vanish in a day. Thus was cover depleted.

(2) Then the army's mechanical transport—lorries, tanks,
guns would be driven everywhere on non-macadamised
desert surfaces (the only proper roads were the “ Treaty Road "

and its infrequent laterals). In consequence the surface would
be pulverized eight inches deep, and being no longer suitable,
the traffic would go this way and that way until the whole
visible surface had been reduced to a blanket of tine dust.
Thus was provided an enormous dust-reservoir, a plaything
for the wind to raise in clouds.

Now in normal times a certain amount of dust arises auto-
matically from a more or less natural erosion. This provision
served to feed an average of some 4 or 5 dust-storms* per
annum, especially in spring, when hot Khamsin winds are apt
to come from the south.

But now with the military operations just indicated, together
with unregulated pulling of scrub, the desert became extremelv
dust-storm sensitive, and the incidence 10-fold or more.

Ihe adjacent table summarizes the number of dust-
storms over the war-period. It also includes the approximate
lainfall recorded for the Burg el Arab district. For explana-
tion of sub-dust-storms see page 162.

Vegetational years
(Oct.—Sept.)

Average
pre-war
years

1937/
38

1938/
39

1939/
40

1940/
41

1941/
42

1942/
43

1943/ 1944,
44 45

Number of dust-
storms each year 3 to 4 2 2 8 40 51 20 25 + t 20) 4 4 (7)

Rainfall in milli-

metres (25 mm.

—

1 inch)

Circa

120 257 119 106J 83 106 177 1001 1 247

inQv
ab

.

1

n.|
1V1

?-l
S
V
mmary of dust-st°rms and rainfall over the period

I
9
1L
-1945

:
Th

?
bracketed figures (20) in the right-hand columns refer

to the number of sub-dust-storms recorded in 1943/44, and 1944/45

A dust-storm as here defined means a drift of dust of indefinite
upward extension, reducing visibility at ground level to 600 yards
Such conditions usually persist for half-a-day or more, obliterating
the sun, and sometimes continuing far into the night.
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1 he factors involved in dust-storms include :

—

(1) The magnitude of the reservoir of loose-lying dust.

(2) 1 he frequency, velocity and character of the winds. No
wind, no dust-storm. Given an adequate dust reservoir,
a wind of 10—12 m.p.h. suffices to raise the dust. Gusty
and turbulent winds are especially efficient in the matter.

(3) Rainfall, wetting the dust, tends to keep it on the ground
;

but it is remarkable how quickly a stiff breeze will dry
the surface and raise the dust.

(4) 1 he previous removal of scrub, loss of cover, obviously
collaborates with windage in this matter.

(5) Rain during the growing season, according to its amount,
has a further and even more important indirect effect in

controlling dust by the raising of a carpet of plants

—

especially annuals.*****
These considerations help in the interpretation of dust-storm

frequencies. Rain, as rain, temporarily immobilizes dust
;

but it has a far greater controlling effect by promoting an ample
vegetation-carpet which shelters the surface throughout the

season most liable to heavy windage (Jan. to May).

To complete the statement the number of calm days might
be included

;
also the state of the dust-reservoir from time to

time
; but these are matters outside the scope of the present

article.

One further point may be referred to. Following the Battle

of Alamein, which opened 22nd October, 1942, the armies

moved West, and the local disturbance of desert surface,

gradually abated. From this date with the gradual exhaustion

of the dust reservoir, it became noticeable that higher wind

velocities were required to raise dust-storms (i.e. such as gave

visibilities of 600 yards or less). Where previously a 12 or 15

m.p.h. wind sufficed, now (and henceforward, increasingly)

velocities of 20 or even 30 m.p.h. were required to produce the

results of earlier years. Moderate windage would now raise

dust clouds of relatively slight obscurity—i.e. with visibilities

of 1000 to 1500 yards.
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Such lighter dust-storms had been excluded from the tables

in the earlier years, but in 1943/44 and 1944/45, as it appeared
useful to record them, their numbers in any month are included

in brackets (e.g. (20), cf. table, p. 160).

These rank in nomenclature as “ sub-dust-storms,” and were
the product of wind velocities ranging from 15 to 25 or even
30 m.p.h.“ True ” dust-storms (as originally defined) with
visibilities of 600 yards or less, became infrequent, and now
required windages well above 30 m.p.h.

The abnormal dust-reservoir was in process of exhaustion,

and in 1944/45 the vegetation carpet ample.*****
It is unsafe to prophesy : but to all appearance the aggra-

vated dust-phenomena of the war period have all but died away.
The entire display was an isolated event in history, which
should not recur. As previously, so in the future, there will be
dust-storms when the wind blows hard enough, and other
conditions allow dust to be lifted. A certain amount of dust
is a natural product of a degrading desert surface

;
but unless

there should be unforeseen changes in the local meteorology,
posterity should never experience dust-storm incidence com-
parable to that recorded above for 1940/41 and 1941/42.

Dust and Vegetation

During severe dust-storms the amounts of dust shifted are

considerable. This is evident from the quantities which pile

up against such obstacles as walls. In a few months, during
the peak years, banks of dust would accumulate on the wind-
ward side of exposed walls

: (5—6 ft. in PI. D below
; in other

cases up to 10 ft.) These result from drift at or near ground-
level. Then there are the overhead clouds, often blotting out
the sun. These will drop dust as they drift along of the
magnitude of J and perhaps J ton, per acre, per hour. Much
that falls will remain, especially where the surface is furrowed
by ploughing, or otherwise has irregular relief.

It may be explained that the soils we deal with are migratory.
Wind, especially from the southern sector, brings dust of which
a portion will fall on the land. Other portions will precipitate

far out to sea, as experienced by vessels hundreds of miles out,
whose paint-work deteriorates under this infliction.
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On the other hand the prevailing winds (N.W.) come from
the sea, and these drive the ooliths landwards. These little

concretions may average ^ mm. in diameter
; they do not

float in the air but hop along the ground, driven bv wind in the
same way as large grains of sand are driven. The ooliths

from the N.W., and the dust from the S. thus mingle, and
together form a fertile soil. The dust carries a fraction of

combined nitrogen readily available to plants. These two
elements in combination make up our most fertile soils—for it

is on such ground that fig and other gardens are planted

—

melons, grapes and tomatoes raised.

On the slopes of the Flowery Way facing S. the oolith soils

may contain up to 40 per cent, of desert dust. Ooliths from the

beach, though they reach the Flowery Way hopping before the

wind, cannot at the present time cross the lake bed, owing to

its moist, sticky surface. Such as are present in soils further

S.—apart from those that drifted across in geological times

prior to the formation of the lake—must derive from the lime-

stone ridges by weathering and erosion.

Of the fertility conferred by dust, the local gardens may be

cited in evidence. Without question these flourished amazingly
during the years of high incidence (especially 1940/41 and 1941/

42). The plants were just the common decorative things such as

Freesias, Sparaxis, nasturtiums, scarlet flax, Petunias, Dimor-
phothecas, stocks (especially the “ Beauty Stocks ” of Nice).

In the garden in years of comparative rain shortage (as these

two named years were) any water deficiency could be made
good by watering. The best gardening year was 1941/42.

All these plants did far better than noted in previous seasons,

in respect not only of height and development of plants,

quantity of flowers produced and the long period of flowering

(nasturtiums, for instance for 7 months), but also size of

flowers, brilliancj' of colouring, and where scented by volume

of fragrance.

In this verdict the few who upkept their gardens during the

period would concur. Every dust-storm contributed a

sprinkling of dust, and when this was repeated on 50 occasions,

as in 1941/42, the accretion of nitrates would be significant.

The Delta of Egypt may be refreshed by the silt brought by the

arrival of the High Nile, but These dust-storms, by their
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frequency, though each alone be almost negligible, in their

aggregate must have conferred no mean fertility. This

evidence, trilling though it be in quantity, gains in significance

as it is all we have to judge by.

Ihe ooliths make a different contribution. By their dimen-
sions (average i mm.) they confer an open texture to the soil,

alleviating the sticky (clayey-colloidal) end-product which a

pure, fine-grain dust, of particles less than 1/1 Oth millimetre,

must lead to. In the loose oolith dunes near the sea, the

surface appears to be dry enough. But at no great depth
there is moisture. The ooliths act as a surface mulch.

This is well shown by the Posidonia fibre-balls which come
ashore here in great numbers. On the drift-line they soon dry
out and the winds scatter them over the dunes, where the

majority become buried. Here and there these balls (which
are 3 to 4 inches in diameter) will be only half buried, and if

such be examined the buried ends will be found to be quite

moist showing that the oolith-" sand ’’ conserves water at no
great depth.

1 hese two elements in these maritime soils (dust and ooliths)

have a possible bearing on any future scheme of reclamation
relating to the Mariut seaboard. With the mechanical methods
now available, and which the recent war has amply demon-
strated, all sorts of possibilities, not previously entertained,

e.g. in soil-mixings, become available. In this connection it

may be added that even rough Bedouin experiments in fruit-

growing (figs, melons, grapes, etc.) show this great merit

—

that the products have an excellence of quality not generally

found elsewhere, even in this favoured country
;

i.e., a delicacy

of flavour which might be compared with the excellency of
" Chateau Wines ’’ as contrasted with vin ordinaire. It is this

possibility of quality-production that maj? be stressed.

Burg el Arab

December, 1945.
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VII

NOTES FROM GERMAN PRISON CAMPS

By G. C. H. Chandler

A factor which the Germans could never appreciate when
dealing with prisoners of war was their inherent sense of

humour. They could never realise that the harder they

kicked us around, the more we bounced. Our main enter-

tainment consisted in the merciless sport of “ Goon-baiting,”

officers and other ranks being subjected to the same treatment
;

when this became indiscreet or unhealthy, we turned to some-

thing else, such as the study of birds and flora of the camp and

its surroundings. Stalag Luft VI was the best camp we
occupied from this point of view and we made a longer stay

there than elsewhere, but opportunities for watching birds

were restricted by the rigid security measures maintained by

the Luftwaffe. All prisoners were locked up each night and

during the summer were not released until some considerable

time after sunrise. Normally no one was allowed out of the

compound except under close supervision and the penalty for

-evasion was too drastic to justify the end. Considerable

interest in Natural History was shown by the prisoners, but

the German guards were mostly apathetic. The only German

officer, who was at all keen on Ornithology, " volunteered
”

for the Russian front when his interest became known to the

higher authorities.

Situated about thirty miles from Memel and forty from

Konigsberg, the camp was surrounded by stagnant marshes

and open country, which is characteristic of Lithuania. It was

on the main migration route of birds coming north to Scandi-

navia and the eastern Baltic, and of birds coming east from

Denmark and northern Germany. An incident which stands

out in my mind was the arrival of a golden oriole in a wood

near the camp in the second week in June. Its normal time

of arrival in England is the latter half of May and flrst week in

June. Unfortunately the camp was hurriedly evacuated in

July so that we never knew whether the bird nested there or

not, but it was certainly well within its normal breeding range.
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I was impressed by the vivid beauty of the bird, whose golden

colouring was accentuated by the pale green of the birch trees

against which I first saw it. The contrast between the different

notes was very, striking and hardly in keeping with the beauty

of the bird. To quote my impressions written at the time :

“ The peaceful atmosphere was disturbed by a fairly loud

noise somewhat similar to the screech of a jay and the cry of a

trapped cat probably made by a hen followed by a very

powerful thrush-like note rising to a bell-like crescendo in

the middle and falling softly to a finish .... phonetically,

its song notes sounded somewhat like ' me-me,-tu-wee-oo.’
”

and was certainly made by the cock.

Perhaps the most impressive aspect of Stalag Luft VI was the

flora of the camp. No mixing was allowed between com-

pounds except during occasional games and as a consequence

the ground inside the various compounds was soon devoid of

any flora, with one noteworthy exception : the areas between

the outside fence and the “ warning wire.” This area con-

sisted of about an acre out of a compound of eight acres holding

a concentration of about 240,000 people to the square mile. In

all, 109 different species of flowering plants were identified

during 1944. One flower which was dominant in a swampy
corner of the compound was the water avens

(
Geum rivale),

whose red flowers gave a distinct coloration to the corner.

T his swamp was fed by a slow-flowing ditch which connected

it with the Sports Field where such plants as maiden pink

(Dianthus deltoides), round-leaved sundew
(
Drosera rotundi-

folia), marsh orchis
(
Orchis latifolia), reed-mace

(
Typha lati-

folia
)
and bur-reeds

(
Sparganium ramosum and 5. natans

)
were

growing.

A large birch wood on the northern edge of the camp was the

nesting ground of large numbers of different birds. Willow

wrens, chaffinches, wheatears and linnets, as well as starlings

and tits were all present in varying numbers. Apart from

the oriole, the most interesting birds were the thrush-nightin-

gales. The main distinguishing feature between the ordinary

nightingale and the thrush-nightingale lies in the song. There

were at least five of these birds living in this particular wood.

Whilst, the great majority of Germans approached on the

subject admitted complete ignorance, one or two of the guards
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told us that they called these birds “thrushes” and not

“ nightingales.”

Being so near the Baltic, large numbers of duck and wild

geese were seen. At the end of April, on a Sunday evening,

twenty-seven sheld-ducks flew over the camp in ragged forma-

tion and appeared to have just completed a long migratory

flight, for as they passed over the camp they began to glide

and eventually alighted on the marshes by the river a little

way to the north. A pair of mallard were known to be breeding

in a pool at the back of the wood north of the camp.

In July, 1944 Stalag Luft VI was hurriedly evacuated and

the majority of the British prisoners were moved to Stalag 357,

about five miles north of Thorn in Poland, beside the main

Thorn-Bromberg roach Originally the camp had been partly-

used by Field-Marshal Rommel, when he trained his Afrika

Korps on the big training-ground near the camp. The district

was mainly an undulating sandy heathland with a very small

flora. The main flowers of interest were the pasque-flower

(Anemone Pulsatilla
)
well-established in one place in the centre

of the camp, a star-of-Bethlehem
(
Ornithogalum pyrenaicum)

in the same locality, and the Deptford pink
(
Dianthus arnuria),

very common all over the camp and apparently a characteristic

plant of the district. The spikes of the Ornithogalum were

impressive, being over two feet high and the flowers over an

inch in diameter. Not many birds were seen here, probably

because the temperature was very high all the time we were

in the camp.

After three weeks at Thorn we moved camp to Fallingbostel,

a small hamlet about thirty miles north of Hanover. This

place was a complete contrast to the previous station at Thorn.

The sudden change of flora from one of typical sandy heath-

land to one of a rich loamy soil had an invigorating effect on the

mind, wdiich helped us later when the physical conditions

imposed by the Germans became almost unbelievably hard.

The first features which struck me were the dominance of the

Canadian fleabane
(
Erigeron canadense

)
and the abundance of

sub-species of hairbell (C ampanula rotundijolia
)
and yellow

toadflax (Linaria vulgaris). Crested larks were present in

the camp throughout the whole winter and their twittering

song and peculiar gait often caused us amusement. Ihe
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opportunities for studying birds were far greater here than in

any of the previous camps, owing to the fact that parties of

men were allowed out to collect wood for the fires, since no
alternative fuel was provided. The licence granted to these

parties varied according to the Germans’ interpretation of

our behaviour at the time. The district round the camp was
very wooded and contained a Panzer school and a V2 launching
site. During an international cricket match held here, three

swallowtail butterflies flew right along one section of the crowd
watching the game.

In March, 1945, Stalag 357 was evacuated owing to the
proximity of Allied forces driving into Germany. The country-
side through which we marched was very pretty, but we were
weighed down by an ever-increasing feeling of weakness and
exhaustion. This was banished by the sight of British tanks
rumbling after the few Germans, who had not had enough sense
to go whilst the going was good.
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VIII

THE PRESERVATION OF THE LIVING CHLOROPHYLL
IN DYING LEAVES CONTAMINATED BY BIRDS’

DROPPINGS

by G. K. \Y. Voigt

In July and August, 1944, newly fallen leaves showing the
usual autumn tints were collected from under various trees and
bushes in Norwich and it was seen that in a number of them,
green spots retaining their chlorophyll remained as “ islands

”

when the rest of the leaf had turned yellow. Further examina-
tion showed that wherever the green spots occurred,

corresponding patches on the reverse side of the leaf were
covered by birds’ droppings, mostly consisting of chalky-white

Feces but in a few cases of syrupy material apparently from
disgorged remains of berries. The leaves affected were chiefly

those of birch and lime, but included some of elm, thorn

acacia, hawthorn and blackberry. No uninjured leaves were
found to have the relict green spots and the phenomenon was
clearly connected with the presence of the birds’ droppings.

No similar observation appears to have been published in any
country, but some years ago I collected a few fallen cherrv

leaves showing the same combination of cause and effect at

Neustadt (Odenwald), Germany and these were sent to the

Museum of Zoology in Berlin. The Norfolk specimens on

which this note is based have been deposited at Norwich

Castle Museum.

As a biochemist, I am eager to discover how the reaction

of the birds’ droppings on the chlorophyll of the leaves can be

explained. It will be of interest to review some of the work

which has been published from time to time on the preserva-

tion of chlorophyll in autumnal leaves by the action of leaf-

mining insect larva? and parasitic fungi.

M. Cornu (1881) described the effect of many kinds of

parasitic leaf-fungi in preventing the fading of chlorophyll and

compared the condition set up in the leaf-cells with that

promoting longevity in certain primitive algas when in symbiotic

partnership with fungi in the form of lichens.
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J. H. Wood (1894) gave a hypothetical explanation of the
phenomenon as regards leaf-mining caterpillars. He alluded to

the singular power these insects possess of delaying the
ripening and death of the part of the leaf they are occupying .

The leaf shall have put on its red or yellow autumnal tint, it

shall even have dropped from the tree, have died and turned
brown, but the area in which the larva is feeding will remain
alive and green, not merely for days, but for weeks, provided it

is not exposed to excessive dryness . . . Looking at one of
these green patches, with its margins fading gradually into the
surrounding brown area, it is almost impossible to escape the
com iction that it is produced by some substance ... a
poison, or ... a preservative, which, taken up by the sap, is

carried to the cells, and being appropriated in its progress gets
more diluted and attenuated the further it travels. What this
substance may be, whether a secretion Specially provided for
the purpose and poured out from the mouth of the larva, or
possibly some excretory substance present in the frass, I am
quite unable to say. At any rate, the whole virtue of the
operation seems to be exercised whilst the larva is still young,
and once accomplished the life or death of the creature is of
little or no consequence.” He compared the condition of the
preserved green tissues of the leaf, in which a sort of indepen-
dent life is carried on, to that induced in various plant tissues
by gall-making larvae.

W ood s account seems to be the only notable one on this
subject published in Britain and most later authors have
accepted his views with only slight modifications. Fr. Cavara
(1908) described the same reaction from scale-insects living on
chestnut leaves and J. Kochs (1899) published observations of
the same kind with regard to coccids on apples, pears, lemons
and oranges, in which green spots persisted on the ripened
fruits. O. Richter (1915) brought forward more evidence
regarding the activity of leaf-mining larvae and parasitic fungi
in prolonging the survival of chlorophyll. C. v. Tubeuf (1916)
gave numerous examples of Green islands inhabited bv
parasites in fading autumnal leaves.”

J. Traeghard (1913) put forward a different explanation of
the phenomenon, based upon the fact that many green patches
associated with leaf-mining larvae are separated from the rest

.
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of the leaf by the larval galleries
; he suggests that this

isolation from changes going on in the surrounding tissues is

sufficient reason for the retention of the green colour. This

explanation cannot cover the whole range of “ green islands
”

found on autumnal leaves, in particular those associated with

blotch-mines, wounds caused by scale-insects and lesions

produced by fungi. Mechanical isolation may intensify and

prolong the life of the affected leaf-cells, but it cannot be the

real cause of the phenomenon which is purely physiological.

The Norwich material, in which no parasitic organism is

involved, may simplify the problem. In the case of normal

“ green islands ” there is interaction between the living leaf

and the living parasite, involving injury to the leaf tissues

through feeding and growth, and the presence of excretions

and secretions derived from the parasite and taken up by the

leaf into its osmotic stream.

The birds’ droppings are not injurious to the leaf, but they

may have a certain chemical effect, either slightly irritating or

fertilizing the tissues. Apart from this, the leaf is coated and

some of the light is absorbed. Which of these possible effects

brings about the preservation of the chlorophyll can only be

decided by experiment
;

as there is no mechanical injury in

this case, the reaction must be biochemical only and to some

extent hormonal. On the other hand, I have carried out in the

autumn 1934 experiments (unpublished) in injuring, by means

of cuts, punch-holes and pin-pricks, the leaves of forty-two

species of trees and bushes, the leaves being left on the plants

until the general fading of chlorophyll had reached an advanced

stage ;
the results have shown that it is possible to produce

green patches artificially in this way on a number of species,

but the area and intensity of the green colour varied and was

never very remarkable.

Further investigations must show how many factors,

mechanical, chemical and biochemical must come together to

produce green spots of the intensity seen in association with

leaf-mining larva;. Certain larva; producing ample frass in

their mines sometimes cause intense chlorophyll-preservation

in surrounding uninjured tissue, the frass itself being of a deep

green colour. It seems most probable that there is a substance

in the frass and the birds droppings, which acts as a preser-

vative of the green colour and the life of the chloroplasts.
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IX

FLORA AND FAUNA OF NORFOLK

MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS

Compiled by fe. A. Ei.lis

Plant Records—The gold-of-pleasure
(
Camelina sativa Crantz)

was found growing with trefoils and rye-grass in a hayheld

at Frettenham in May (W. Field). A single large plant of

Trifolium resupinatum L. was flowering in a field of trefoil

at Upper FTellesdon, May 22nd
;

this appears to be a

newcomer to the Norfolk flora, almost certainly introduced

with farm seed. Slender bird’s-foot trefoil
(
Lotus tenuis

W. & K.) was seen growing in several places on the walls of

Breydon and the lower Bure near Great Yarmouth in

July ;
it seems to favour the sunnier slopes of these banks

built of salty alluvial mud. Great burnet
(
Potenum

officinale A. Gray) must be considered a rare plant in this

county nowadays
;
Mr. \Y. Field reported it from Crostwick

Common in 1945. Lesser wintergreen
(
Pyrola minor L.)

was seen flowering in a wood at Haynford in May and

June and colonies of P. rotundifolia L. were found persisting

at Upton Broad and near Heigham Sound later in the

summer. Typical plants of the hairy rupture-wort

(Herniaria hirsuta L.) were found growing over waste

ground in gravel pits at Frettenham by Mr. \Y. Field in

May, 1945 ;
this is almost certainly another recently

introduced alien species
;

I believe, however, that a small

specimen collected from a gravel pit at Horstead by Miss

Patteson in 1917 and queried as H. glabra should really be

referred to H. hirsuta. One of the less common water-

figworts, Scrophularia alata Gilib. was found at Stanford

Water, West Norfolk, and birthwort [Aristolochia clematitis

L.) established in a hedge at Sturston, both by A. E. Ellis.

A fasciated specimen of yellow loosestrife with flattened

stem and congested inflorescence was seen at Wheatfen

Broad (E. A. E.). Mr. R. P. Libbey found red clover

attacked by dodder (Cuscula trifolii Bab.) near Diss in the

summer of 1945
;
the alien dodder recorded from carrots
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in Norfolk last year has now been determined by Prof. T.

G. Yuncker as Cuscutd campestris Yuncker (=C. arvensis

var. cnlycina Engelm. C. pentagona var. calycina).

Norfolk Rust Fungi—Puccinia arenaricr (Sebum.) Wint.

was found on glaucous marsh stitchwort at Hickling and
Burntfen Broads, July and August; P. biillata (Pers.)

Wint. on milk parsley at Strumpshaw, Hickling Broad and
Martham

;
P. ambigua (A. & S.) Lagh. on goosegrass in

marshy localities at Blofield, Ranworth, Burntfen Broad,

Horsey Mere and Hickling Broad
;
P. aniirrhxni Diet. &

Hoi. very prevalent in September, killing oft beds of snap-

dragons in many parts of the county
;
P. obscura'Schroet.

with clustercups abundant on common daisy at Derby Fen,

Grimston, in September
;

P. cladii Ell. & Tr. with

uredospores on hundreds of plants of Cladium mansctts

near Swim Coots at Hickling Broad and at Martham—no

teleutospores were found and the rust was heavily

parasitized by the sphseropsid fungus Darluca filum.

I 'redo glycerice Lind was found infecting a salt-marsh grass,

Glyceria procumbens Dum. growing on mud behind the

north wall of Breydon, near Great Yarmouth, in August

1945. I romyccs geranii (DC.) Otth. A Wartm. was

abundant on round-leaved cranesbill near the railway at

Haddiscoe and Brundall ;
l '. genistcetinclorice (Pers.)

Wint. was seen on petty whin at Derby Fen and on wild

broom at Bradeston Hills, Brundall, in autumn ; U . loti

Blytt. was common on bird’s-foot trefoil at Derby Fen.

Aecidia of U. scirpi (Cast.) Burr, were present on parsley-

leaved water dropwort
(
Oenanthe lachenalii

)

on ronds beside

the river Bure at Herringby, July 8th, but absent from

sea-milkwort in the same place : Glaux is the usual aecidial

host for this rust on the East Coast, but strains showing a

preference for other plants, chiefly Umbelliferse, have been

found on a few occasions : thus, aecidia were on water-

parsnip {Sium erect-urn
)
on Walton marshes, Suffolk, but

not on the Glaux present there, in July 1945 and the

hemlock water-dropwort {Oenanthe crocata) has been

recorded as an alternative host in Cornwall and Scotland.

(E. A. E.).
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Rust on Summer Chrysanthemums—Uredospores of a bright

orange-yellow colour, resembling those of the common

groundsel-rust, Coleosporium senecionis (Pers.) Fr. appeared

on fifteen plants of “ chameleon ” summer chrysanthemum

(C. carinatum
)
grown from seed sown outdoors in my

garden at Brundall, in August, 1945 ;
owing to the

absence of frost, the plants went on flowering until

December and the rust formed a few teleuto-sori of

Coleosporium type on one plant late in the autumn. I tried

to innoculate ten “ clean ” plants of the chrysanthemum

with uredospores from groundsel in September, but the

result was negative ;
the plants may be susceptible to

attack only while they are young. No rust appears to have

been seen on Chrysanthemum carinatum previously in

Great Britain. E. A. E.

Noteworthy Smut Fungi— the following records refer to a few

uncommon Ustilaginales and to unusual hosts for two

common ones in Norfolk. L stilago violacea (Pers.) Rous,

fills the anthers of various flowers of the pink and chick-

weed family (Caryophvllaceae) with its purple spore-masses ;

it is frequent here on red and white campions, ragged robin

and lesser stitchwort ;
recently Dr. P. R. Buckton sent me

specimens of the berry-bearing campion
(
Cucubalis baccifer

L.) from Merton Wood and some of these were found

parasitized by this smut. Entyloma fergussoni (B. & Br.)

Plowr. produces circular pale spots on the living leaves of

wild and cultivated forget-me-nots ;
although it has been

collected only a few times in Britain, it appears to be of

rather general occurrence in the Yare Valley, on Myosotis

palustris and M . cespitosa, usually where the plants are

partially shaded by trees (localities include Whitlingham,

Bramerton, Brundall and \\ heatfen Broad). Lady s

bedstraw growing on the south denes at Great \ armouth is

often curiouslv stunted and mis-shapen in growth as the

result of attack by the smut Melanotxnium endogenum

(Unger) de Bary ;
affected plants have close whorls of

yellow-green leaves and look as though they might be a

distinct species at first. Many dwarfed plants of field

speedwell (Veronica arvensis) growing on dry slopes of
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Bradeston Hill, facing south, were found with the blue-
black spores of Schroeteria delastrina (Tul.) Wint. issuing

from their opening capsules on June 21st, 1945 ; this fungus
has been noticed only twice before in Britain : first by
Plowright, near Fakenham, Norfolk, June 20th, 1889, in

capsules of Veronica arvensis on a wall at Hempton Green.
(I am indebted to Mr. T. Fetch for looking up the original

entry in Plowright's notebook) and more recently by L. E.
Hawker, on V. arvensis at Peppard Common Oxfordshire,

May, 1943. Urocystis anemones (Pers.) Wint. commonly
distorts stems and leaves of creeping buttercup, forming
pustules full of sooty chlamydospores

; it affects other

plants of the Ranunculus family, notably the wood
anemone, but I have yet to see it on the latter in Norfolk

;

it parasitizes winter aconite (Eranthis hyemalis) in gardens
at Eaton and Horstead Mill House every year

;
Mr. R. M.

S. Brown found it on lesser celandine at Whitlingham Lane.

Urocystis junci Lagerh. previously unrecorded in Britain,

was found attacking a jointed-rush
(
Juncus sylvaticus

Reichb.) at Burntfen Broad, August 2nd, 1945 ; specimens

submitted to Dr. G. C. Ainsworth were found to compare
well with authentic material in the Kew Herbarium.

E. A.E.

Medicinal Leeches—On September 26th, 1945, Mr. R. P.

Libbey and I visited Derby Fen, Grimston, where shallow

water was lying in a boggy part supporting a growth of

bladderworts, sundews, sphagnum, etc. On wading through

the shallows, we disturbed a number of leeches, which

became violently agitated and began swimming about
;

two of them attached themselves to my gum boots

and were found to be Hirudo medicinalis L., now a rare

animal of moorland pools in this country. The fen is

regularly grazed by horses and sheep and no doubt the

leeches get an occasional feed from them when they go

down to drink. E. A. E.

Amphipods—A “ sandhopper ” (Talitridse) which lives on the

banks of the river Yare at Brundall, where it was first

noticed by Mr. E. A. Ellis, has been identified by Mr. D.

M. Reid as Orchestia boitec Milne-Edwards, a widely

distributed species which has been recorded from Germany,
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Holland, Belgium, France, Italy, Cyprus, Palestine, the

Black Sea, the Red Sea, East and South Africa. It has

only recently been discovered in this country, by the

Thames at Richmond (Proc. Linn. Soc. Jan., 1944, p.79).

Dr. Isabella Gordon states that 0. bottce is the most

terrestrial species of its genus. A description will be found

in Chevreux & Page, “ Amphipodes,” Faune de France, ix,

1925, p.276, fig. 286. Amphipods collected nearer the sea,

on marshes by Breydon Water, were determined by Mr.

Reid as Gammarus dueheni Lillj. and Orchestia gammarella

(Pallas). In vol. xv of these Transactions, p. 298, it was

stated that Gammarus pulex (L.) lives at Wheatfen Broad.

Specimens subsequently submitted to Mr. Reid were

named by him G. zaddachi Sexton, a species which ranges

from almost pure sea water to fresh water. A useful

synopsis of the Gammaridae by D. M. Reid was published

by the Linnean Society in 1944...

A. E. Ellis.

Harvestmen—On the sand dunes at Winterton the following

species occur at the base of the tufts of marram grass :

Phalanginm opilio L., Opilio parietinus (De Geer) and

Oligolophus agrestis (Meade), the last being particularly

common and living right down at the extreme seaward

limit of the marram. Attention is drawn to the Synopsis

of Opiliones by T. H. Savory published by the Linnean

Society in 1944. A. E. Ellis.

Immigrant Dragonfly

—

Specimens of the yellow-winged

dragonfly Sympetrum fiaveolum L. were taken by Mr. J. A.

Riley at Barton Broad (with S. sanguineum and S. strio-

la/um
)
on August 3rd and at Alderfen Broad (with S'.

striolatum) on August 19th, 1945. Previously only one

example of this species had been recorded “ off the Norfolk

Coast ” in 1912, although the insect is an occasional

immigrant in fair numbers in southern England. Mr. A.

E. Ellis made the following observations oq S
.
fiaveolum at

Alderfen in late August :
" Sympetrum fiaveolum, though

closely resembling S. sanguineum in appearance, except for

the orange or yellow patch at the base of the hind wings,

has more the habit of S. dance in flight
,
and is fairly easy to

recognise on the wing. According to my observations at
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Alderfcn, it prefers t lie J uncus subnodulosus fen away from

trees, and does not wander far. All the individuals I saw
were on a small area of fen on the northwest side of the

broad. .S', flaveolum likes sunning itself, especially on

patches of rushes which have been beaten down, but does

not seem to share with .S', sanguineum and S', striolatnm

the habit of perching on trees. These last two species

frequently fly up into the alders, and are fond of basking

on bare twigs, dead branches, fences, gates and bare

ground, but 1 did not observe .S. flaveolum doing this.’*

Woodlice—Norfolk records made in 1945 include the

following :

—

Porcellio dilatatus Brandt with P. scaber,

Philoscia muscorum and Oniscus asellus at Sturston Hall
;

with P. scaber, 0. asellus and Androniscus dentiger Verhoeff

(
Trichoniscus roseus Sars) at Buckenham Tofts Hall.

Porcellio spinicornis Say, with P. scaber and 0. asellus at

Tottington. Porcellio scaber Latreille : on the coastal

dunes at Winterton, the prevalent form of this species is of

a sandy colour speckled with black
;

is this an instance of

protective coloration, or a direct effect of the dry environ-

ment inhibiting the normal formation of black pigment ?

Young individuals are usually pale in colour, but become

dark slate-grey when adult. Platyarthrus hoffmannseggii

Brandt : Sturston Hall and Thunder Lane, Thorpe

(garden). Ligidium hypnohim (Cuvier) : bank of river

Yare at Postwick. A. E. Ellis.

Leek Moth

—

Mr. R. Kemp found leeks on allotments at Great

Yarmouth heavily infested by caterpillars of Acrolepia

assectella Zell, in the autumn of 1944 and discovered others

later in the north-east Norfolk and the Norwich district.

T his insect pest had not been noticed previously in this

county.

Toad’s Late Spawning

—

On October 25th, 1945, 1 heard

common toads croaking bv the lake at Hethersett Hall,

during a spell of mild weather (“ St. Luke’s summer ”).

In the third week of November I found numbers of the

tadpoles in the lake and some of these were removed and

taken to Norwich Castle Museum on 25th November,

where they went on developing slowly through the winter
;

1 fear that herons probably ate the rest.

1-1. \V. Back.
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